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Duluth, Minn., Aug. 6. The dock
laborers' strike on the Allouez docks
at. Superior spread to the Duluth,
Missabe and Northern docks here today when the day shift quit. The demands of the men have not yet been
presented. Presumably they would be
the same as those the Allouez workers. The number out is estimated at
from 400 to 600.
F. H. Little, a worker for the I. W,
who has been involved in the Allouez
strike, has been working to get the
Missabe men to go out. Handbills were
a potent factor.
in
The strike order was obeyed
orderly fashion. The night shift completed their work and day shift refused to go to work, stopping all work
at the docks.
Company officials claimed the men
signed an agreement made at the beginning of the season to work the
season for the scale of wages agreed
to at that time.
Demands of the Allouez men, which
will probably be adopted by the Duluth men, also are for $2.75 for days,
$3.00 for nights, $3.50 for Sundays,
and 35c an hour overtime.
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ON A PLAN TO HAVE THOUSANDS
CRUZ.-- HE
FOR
SAYS HE of the revised dealt, of the Glass cur-(!.
Koumaiiia, Aug.
Tliitliarest,
bill, containing
amendments!
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NOT
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WILL
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POST lency
adopted late yesterday by Democrats!
ing of conferees of Greece, Uoumania,
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OF AMBASSADOR TO SOUTHERN of the house currency committee wen!
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ir, circulation about the capltol today;
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between
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THE CITY.
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July
against Turkey began
president's currency reform plan.
that date the Servian minister of the
MAY HAVE BOUGHT
President Wilson talked currency to MAPS AND BULLETIN
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u number of his callers
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Bu,Kar'aday
"ar
CTflPLT
BOARDS ALSO AS AIDS
WANTS SOMETHING DONE made it plain that he intends to stick
OlUUIV Willi II Greece announced that a. state of war
to his determination to have a btllj
existed, but did not make a formal
.
pissed at the extra session.
declaration. Uoumania declared war
New York, X. Y Aug. (). Conlribu- on
Tbree important matters tending toX
ft an(j m0VPU- m,r troops over
Senator James told the president tojuv
3$
tions to Governor Sulzer's campaign the Bulgarian frontier to occupy the
Democrats would put the ward the advertising of Santa Fe
the
that
day
.Mexico City, Aug. G. L. Blwii,
were taken up by the publicity and
ill through. Senator Hughes took a
fund, under the fire of a legislative in-- , strip of territory from Silistria on the
committee of the Santa Fe
the Aniericai, arrested here yes- tourist
on the Black Sea,
to
Varna
'Danube
chairsimilar view. Senator Owen,
vestigatiug committee were at least which she claimed "in order to re
terday on a charge of complicity X nan of the banking committee, point- chamber of commerce. The occasion
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in a plot to assassinate Provis- was the meeting held yesterday aftThe
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ional President Iluerta, has been X
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were flatly opposed to legislation at
others today at the resumption of tire ejintiirpfl
liv them from Tnrkev Severe
pending an investigation by ihe X tl is time.
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All the other Democrats,
committee hearings.
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discussed. An effort is being made to
fi,
h. said, but five were earnestly in
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Washington, D. C Aug. (i. Former tli e next session, would
by the by the chamber of commerce. That
paying casn ior mem, ana to establish Were reported to have been committed Governor Lind, of Minnesota, on his
ma
wishes of the president and the
connection between this transaction :jV the various armies.
the illustrated envelope is a good adv.
ay to Mexico City as President Wil- ana uie contributions, he tailed to In
The Montenegrin troops never came son's personal representative will sail jcrity.
vertising medium has been proved by
ciude in his sworn statement.
The president expressed his satis- such cities as San Diego which makes
action during the period of hostil-jtU)ciulveston, Texas, for Vera Cruz
faction over the action of the house it a point to print "The summers of
peases met such Inquiries with Hat re-- ities, although they a,lso were noinl-- C11 tne
battleship New' Hampshire
to answer. Secretary Frawley, .nally at war with Bulgaria.
(!OTo(,,,,. iirvan. tminv nou. banking committee in voting to report Alaska, the winters of Egypt" in atchairman of the committee was of the:
ed Secretary Daniels to provide tho too administration bill, when he talk tractive type. Why shouldn't Santa
( pinion that the testimony
ed with Representative Wilson, of Fe let the world know that this city
shows thar.
battleship.
of New York, and possesses attractions far superior to
the governor had bought the stock; SAWTELLE TO BE
The gunboat Wheeling,
patrolling Florida; Patten,
those of southern California,
L. Richards, counsel for the
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Seldonirldge, of Colorado.
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committee thought otherwise.
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In a message sent Santa Fe by Mr.
The contributions alleged to havo
coast, the cruiser Yorktown has left ADVISED TO FILL
HUBBY WITH SHOT. and Mrs. Hughes Bryant.
been made to the governor's cam
Salina Cruz for Topolobampo.
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Washington, D. C, Aug. 6. W. A.
paign fund but not mentioned in his
select-- i
here through the individual efforts of
Will Not Take Post.
Biutement, as brought out today, were Sawtelle, of Tucson, has been
Oakland. Cal., Aug. 6. "I advise
d by' President Wilson to be United
Santa Fe boosters in the east was
as follows:
New Orleans, La., Aug. C. John you to get a shot gun and fill it full also
for the district of Arizbrought up. An interesting and
to
reason
and
if
have
buckshot
of
William F. McCombs, chairman of fctates judge
you
ona. He was recommended by both Und, President Wilson's personal
letter from Nathan Stern
encouraging
to
man
is
believe
this
that
the Democratic
going
national committee. senators.
en route to Mexico, said
of New York City was read, showing
kill him first," said Judge
shoot,
$i00, on October 9, lfl 12.
Mr. Stern's Interest In encouraging
The president today sent to the sen litre today that he would not under R. B. yon,
Tappan, of Alameda, in the lo- tourist traffic from eastern
Minany circumstances accept the ambasHenry Morgenthau, treasurer of the ..:e, the following nominations:
points.
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adviscourt
cal
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Mr.
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Mexico.
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Democratic national committee, $1000 ister to Venezuela, Preston McGood-wiiisadorship
The committee instructed the secre
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1
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o'clock this morning for Gal;
on October 5, 1912.
of Oklahoma.
tary to cooperate with Mr. Stern.
"If more wives would shoot their
United States Judge, District of Ari- veston, where he will board the bat-. John Lynn, New York, $500, on Oc
This
Maps what about them?
husbands instead of enduring
their
zona, William H. Sawtelle, of Tucson,
theme was threshed out, a letter from
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on
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W. H. Simpson, advertising agent of
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basis for discussion.
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in tho
depots of the Santa Fe and of a bul
ESCATWO GIRLS WHO ELOPED WITH MARRIED MEN AND WHOSE
letin board to tell of that side trip
PADE CAUSED A NATIONAL SCANDAL.
from Larny. It is certain that count
less tourists pass through New Mexico
and would like to come up to Santa
Fe if they only knew how easy 1t is to
make the trip.
Those present at the meeting were
Messrs. Cutting, who presided, Sar- gent, Yontz, F. Keefe, Morley, As- piund, who arted as secretary, G
Mera and Dorman.
There was a meeting Monday night
nf a cnfirtitl
rnmniitlee innliuiinff
Judge John R. McFie, Col. R. E.
Twitchell, Dr. E. L. Hewett, S.
J. W. Norment, F. C. Wilson
and Frank Owen to discuss bringing
a group of sclent i.sls here from the
east.
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Washington, D. C, Aug. 6. James
A. Emery, Washington representative
' of the National Association of Manu
facturers, testified today before the
senate lobby committee, to tell the
organization's side of tho story that
Martin M. Mulhall began.
Emery
was examined first by Robert McCar-ter- ,
attorney for the association.
Attorney McCarter announced he intended to show that the National As
sociation of Manufacturers had only
been opposing the work of the American Federation of Labor, "taking the
opposite view on most subjects of
legislation."
'We are going to investigate the American Federation of Labor, too," said
Withdrawn Concessions.
Senator Walsh.
Wis., Aug. C. Great
Superior,
Senator Reed observed that his Idea Northern railway officials late today
of the duty of the committee was to announced that all concessions
they
determine the truth or falsity of the had offered the
dock workers
striking
Mulhall letters.
were rescinded and that if the men reBmery testified he had been na- turned to work they would do so untional counsel for the manufacturers
der the same conditions and scale 'A
since 1909 and for the National Coun
as prevailed before the walkout.
cil of Industrial Defense since 1906. pay
The company has arranged for the
The council, he explained, was the na
s
who are
tural outgrowth of the desire of em importation of
tomorrow. Prep
and
expected
tonight
ployers of labor to form some national
are being made to board thf
organization that might be able to do arations
s
on the dock where
for them what the united tabor or?ani- they can be guarded.
zations wished to do for labor.
Five hundred trainmen employed
Broadly speaking, he said, the main
Idea was to fight for the open shop on the ore trains have been laid off
instead of the unionized shop for pending the settlement of the strike
which labor contended.
and
and nearly as many shopmen
Emery testified that in' August, 1907, other employers will be affected i;' It
at the suggestion of James W. Van continues much longer.
Cleave ,then president of the manu- LEAD MINERS VOTE TO
facturer's association, representatives
STRIKE IN MISSOURI
associations
of fourteen employing
Mo., Aug. 13. Oy an
Farmington,
met in New York, and laid plans that
the lead minoverwhelming
majority
vesulled in the formation of the Coun- ers of St. Francis
numbering
county,
Mulhall more than 4,000, voted to
cil for Industrial Defense.
go on a
fwore there were no meetings, that strike to secure their demands 'or a
Van Cleave and other officials just raise in
wages of 50 cents a day The
formed th council, a paper organiza- executive committee of the Western
elected
and
themseilves
officers.
tion,
Federation of Miners will meet tomor
Mulhall After More Letters.
row night to decide when tho strike
Examination of Martin M. Mulhall, order shall become effective.
lobbyist of the National
in addition to the wage increase,
of Manufacturers, was the miners demand
Association
of
recognition
house
the
postponed today by
lobby their union. They recently gave the
committee until Monday at the re- companies an ultimatum which was
quest of Mulhall who announced that to have been answered on August 1.
in the last few days he had discovered The vote to walk out was almost
in his files in Baltimore some 200 ad- unanimous.
ditional letters bearing on national
It is expected the strike order will
politics, and he believed if given a be issued within a week. Several of
few days he would be able to discover the companies affected declared they
more.
would suspend operations as soon as
Louis Seibold resumed the stand the strike was called.
and was examined briefly as the basis
for parts of the Mulhall stories prepared for the New York World. The PROGRESSIVES
MISSING PARTY
committee then found itself without
AND REGULARS
witnesses, Jas. A. Emery, having been
OF EXPLORERS
TO BE UNITED
called before the senate committee.
ARE NOT FOUND
A recess was taken to await the reappearance of Emery.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 6. Ormsby
James A. Emery, counsel for the
came here from New York toChristina, Norway, Aug. 6. A furtook the stand later day to discuss with Republican and
Manufacturers,
ther mishap in connection with the
in the day and continued
identifica Progressive leaders plans for the reSchroeder Stranz Arctic expedition
tions of letters supplied from the files union of the two parties at a monwas reported in a telegram today telloi' the association.
ster dinner which it is proposed to
ing of the sinking of the relief ship
The labor planks and general make- be held in this city early during the
The relief expedition
Loevnskiold.
of
Demoboth
and
up
the Republican
reached land safely in the ship's small
coming winter. "The time is at hand
cratic parties in the 1908 campaign when the Republicans and Bull Moos-er- s
boats. They have thus far found no
received considerable attention from
must unite in common defense
traces of the missing party. the association, the letters showed.
the Democratic party," said
the Norwegian
Captain Staxrud,
Several of the letters showed the against
Mr. McHarg. "We now have the opleader of a second relief expedition
activities of Marshall Oushing in orportunity to capitalize the mistakes
reported he had found no trace o
ganizing sentiment for a "conserva- of the present administration and the
Schroeder-StranIn northeast land.
tive" platform at Denver and a
Chicago dinner has been proposed as
Lieut. Schroeder-Stranwith three
Injunction plank at Chicago. a method of
reunion.
for
the
preparing
companions, left the other members
Discussing the recent sundry civl' This should not prove difficult. Both
of his party last year to make a pracbill, with Its provision prohibiting the
Republicans and Progressives have
tice trip on sleds across Northeast
expenditure of certain funds in prose- been influenced for a
generation by
land and they have not been heard
cution of farmers and labor unions
same political thought. The Proof since.
The object of the expediunder the Sherman law, Emery wrote the
movement was sociological
tion was to try to discover a northto Presideit John Kiby, Jr., of the gressive
not political."
and
east passage. None of the eleven
association, on March 7, 1913, after
Germans and five Norwegians comPresideit Taft had vetoed the bill:
posing the party had any Arctic
"I want to emphasize as hard as I THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
can the importance of lining up for a
tremendous demonstration when this
bill reaches President Wilson,
it
Senate.
AMBASSADOR
undoubtedly will, with the same proResumed general debate on tariff
vision in it. You will then have an bill.
FINDS CHEAP
Marsha Warrington, Sacramento, Cal., girl who eloped with Maury I.
early opportunity to decide whether
Senator Llppett attacked cotton
HOUSE FOR RENT
Diggs, former state architect, who deserted his wife and child. He is now
the glittering Democratic
motto, schedule and offered a substitute.
Lola Norris, the Sacramento, Cal., girl who eloped 7 with F. Drew
ata
on
of
will
defense
Equal rights for all and ppeeial privcharge
slavery. .Dlgg's
Senator Clark, Wyoming, attacked facing prosecution
Caminetti, son of the United States Commissioner of Immigration.
Young
ileges for none," means anything, or President Wilson's action in sending tack the reputation of Miss Warringon, and tenderloin characters of San
Berlin, Aug. G. James W. Gerard,
Caminetti was a married man with '.wo children. He will be prosecuted
whether the administration has sur- John Lind to Mexico as special emisUnited
States ambassador to ' Gerfor
white
to
been
Sacramento
and
summoned
have
Francisco
slavery.
testify during the trial.
rendered completely or will merely
with
his wife and her sister,
many,
else
and
declared
sary
"something
turn over the department of labor.
the Countess Anton Sigray, left for
roust be done by the administration"
"I note, by the way, your reference tc
Hamburg today and will embark on
protect Americans, Introducing a San Fraicisco, Aug. G. It was the Fleet forbade photographs to be taken days.
to a letter from C. W. (Post) on the resolution
Nothing was indicated in the exami- the Amerika for the United
condiStates
of
for
investigation
Of the eleven men in the jury box nation of jurors by Diggs' counsel that
question of a protest over the ap- tions.
prediction today of Matt I. Sull'var, in court, but a newspaper photograph-chiewould
disclose
to
of
the
line
defense
e
pointment of Wilson (secretary 3f laIn
counsel for the government
er, who had already snapped Diggs
tonight, seven are married and have be followed.
Mr. Gerard succeeded, aided by th3
Foreign relations committee heard
bor). A protest on this subject is a
prosecutions, that; fore the order was issued, was allowed children; one is married but Is not a
sat
mere waste of breath and on the Kduardo Hay, constitutionalist, review
behind his attorneys dur- newspaper versions of his house huntDiggs
1. jury would be speedily
empanelled. to keep his plate.
father, and the remaining three are ing the day in dapper attire and de- ing difficulties, in finding two suitable
whole I am inclined to think that the Mexican situation.
houses for his residence in Berlin. One
When adjournment was taken at single men, living with their parents. voted some of his time to
House,
Eleven jurors accepted
by bothl
whole purpose of this department
suggesting
Not In session; meets on Friday.
sides were in the box when the cae noon, there were 11 jurors accepted All are subject to peremptory chal questions to be asked the talesmen. of them is in the aristocratic Tiergaf-tewill be shown up quicker with the unMartin was called.
district and the other nearer the
One of these w:as ex- by both sides In the box and one tales- lenge, and at least one, Philip Wool-- j Drew Caminett;VKs' confederate, ac"
Lobby committee excused
ions in control of it, than In any other way. Compere will run it char- M Mulhall until Monday and continu- cused because of an attack of acute man who had not yet been examined. sey, is very likely to be exempted companied him In Court. Martha War-fro- center of the city. The rental of eaCh
Of the original venire there rejury service by this route. When rington and Lola Norris, the two girls is about $19,000 annually, this item
acteristically with a high hand and If ed examination with Siebold testify- indigestion. Another was peremptorand mained but two men and since the examined he expressed a prejudice in the case remained in seclusion in alone exceeding the ambassador's
the whole thing does not smell to ing briefly.
ily challenged by the defense,
defense still had to its credit five un- against "any married man who will the office of the United States
heaven within a year I shall be very
again the box was filled.
by $1500.
The prosecution exercised a chal- exercised peremptory challenges, and
much astonished. By that time Demhis wife and babies and run ' trict attorney.
ocratic sympathy probably will mean new suit for the secretary of the state lenge and a fourth talesman was dis- the prosecution four, it seemed al off on a spree with another woman,"
The motion of the attorneys for the CASTRO'S FAMILY
.
missed by the court on his statement most certain that it would be neces- - . for the reason that "such actions us defense to have the case transferred
a union label on the White House and cakes and ginger will be
LEAVES FOR HAVANA,
in
a
he
formed
new
venire, which would have been reported in this case strike to Sacramento, which was denied,
prejudice
sary to call a
stationery and the president confer- at the dinner of the British ambas that he had
mean a delay of one and possibly two at the very foundation of the home." would
ring with the waiters union over the sador. Tooth picks will, of course, case.
haye amounted to a continu-dayTeneriffe, Canary Islands, Aug. C
Both Diggs and Caminetti were, in
before the taking of evidence The juror said that he could judge the ance of the
appointment of his steward. At pres- be an after dinner course at all cab
hearing until next April, The family of
Castro, of
j
ent we have nothing more startling inet receptions and the demand for court, and the courtroom was filled to could begin.
innocence
or
of
guilt
Diggs, however, the next Sacramento session of the Venezuela, embarked
today on the
1 ne court announced
in Jeffersonian simplicity
than the dress suits will be confined to waiters capacity, though but four women were
It solely on the evidence.
that
is
United
court
States
today
district
set
Woolsey
beimr
German
steamer Wasgenald
fol:
news that Mrs. Bryan is making ' a in the hotete."
among the spectators. Judge Van would not sit on Saturdays or
I for that month.
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This Girl Recovered
Th
milkers (if Krluuan's Alterntlvo,
whirh is lining so much tfuod fur
mi t'oiitimiiiJIy in receipt of
wmtiliTfnl niirts of rt'cnvwics lirmiKHt
the use of this merit-rinhout solely
t the
urn always
These report
of niiy one interested, nntl iiuiny
of the writers in their Krtil Itnde have huk
Kesteri tlmt like sufTerers write tlireel and
learn what it did for them. Here is one
.specimen : 4'21 Second Ave., Aurora, 111.
'ientlemen : Pardon me for not writing
sooner, hut I wanted to see if I would stay
en red. I can now truthfully Bay 1 am
I wish to express my
perfectly well.
heartfelt thanks. I have no pain, no
eoiiKh. no niijht sweats, no hay fever.
iSince u child of two years, I have heen
ailing withI lung trouble, which grew
worse as
grew older. At the aire of
fourteen the doctor said if I could not
he sent South 1 would surely die of Consumption. Kvery winter I would he sure
to have either Bronchitis, Pleurisy or
In
1'ueumonia. J had Typhoid-Puuemo- n
one time. 1 had catarrh of the stomach
and howels and had Hay Fever for the
last few years; hut have, not anything of
the kind this year.
"I will answer all letters sent to me,
asking a history of my ease, from .any
one suffering with lung trouble."
t Sworn
IviTA I'lvru.
affidavit,
( Pive
years Inter reports still well.)
Kekunin's Alterative Is effective In
AHthma.
Hay Pever; Throat and
Lung Trou hies, and in upbuilding the r
not
contain poisons, opiates-oikies
system,
druus. Ask for booklet
tellin of recoveries, and write to Keknian
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for more evidence, Por sale by all leading druggists

Special Sale
BEANS
THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

GROCERY CO.

raoiTJE 40.
INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

of Psoriasis

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The WestPoint of the Southwest.

11

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
j

War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecoi
Valley. 3,700 feetabove sea level,
unshlne every day. Oven air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL Buch as cannot he found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates

from

standard

B. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.

JAS. W.WILLSON,

FEATURE

ADMINISTRATION
DANIELS

AND

-

OF THE

Attention.

SECRE-

Classed with eczema,
psoriasis has liecn considered one of tliK most
obstinate of skin diseases.
A lady in I.exlngrton,
Ky., says thiit before
she began using S. S. S.
the disease broke out
at fiviiuent Intervals
wbere she thought it
cured. But by getting
her blood under control bv the Influence
of S. S. S., psoriasis entirely disappeared and there It.was never ugaiti the,
of
slightest
diseases, psoijke neatly all skin
riasis Is primarily clue to Impaired
blend.
The skin Is but a network of fino
And It is a perfectly
Mood vessels.
natural consequence that any Influence
in he blood that is a condition of 111
ln.,iih mukes Its Hist appearance In
the skin. There Is one ingredient In
stimulates
S. S. S. which peculiarly
cellular or glandular activity to select
or
from this tine net-wfrom the blood
k of blood vessels In the skin, those
eh, nts which it requires for regeneration.
Thus pimples, acne, eczema, lupus,
or any other blood condition that attacks the skin or seeks un nutlet
through the skin, Is met with the antidotal effect of S. S. S.
This is why skin troubles vanish so
readily and why they do not return.
S. S. S. In any druff
Von can
UN
hilt InR tut nnnn hnviliff it. Take
no chance by permitting anyone to
recommend a substitute. And if your
blood condition is such that you would
'!ke to consult a specialist freely,
the Medical Teit., The Swift
necihV Company, 182 Swift Bids.,

SENATOR

WILL WORK TOGETHER.

(By Oilson Gardner.)
Aug. C That
Washington, D.
Alaska
of
government exploitation
may become one of the principal policies of the Wilson administration ia
indicated by the declaration made by
Secretary of the Navy Daniels in Sau
Francisco.
The urgent need of the navy for a
coaling station on the Pacific const
moved the secretary to state that he
vas determined to get the coal out of
Alaska if he had to dig it out with a
pick and shovel himself.
been
Senator
Poindexter has
prompt to accept the suggested help
of the
md by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe of President Wilson's secretary
bill for the
l.nvy for the passage of his
of Alaska
immediate
development
THE CHAUTAUQUA
Following is a copy of a letter which
the Washington senator lias addressed
PROGRAM AT
to Secretary Daniels:
MOUNTAINAIR ' lion. Josephus Daniels,
"Secretary of the Navy,
"Washington, D. C.
Two days are to be devoted to the
Mr. Secretary:
Mountainaii
Dear
the
at
of
'My
history
study
"Press dispatches yesterday mornOne was mentioned in
Chautauqua.
r.n issue of a few days ago and the ing quote you in your speech made
in San Francisco July :10, as saying:
o'lier is of equal interest and value.
'We need here naval stations, torpedo
On August l; a very excellent
Inntn. flu.
is to be presented with lectures nations, coaling stations, oiling stathe
all
all
are
we
and
docks
which
in
adjuncts it f
tions, dry
t( uching a period
raising a family.
especially interested, as they take up of a great navy.' The dispatch further
farmer knows better than to
"Every
on
this
tnose times and subjects that are close states: 'The naval vessels
animals so," he continue!
atten
his
coast are coaled with fuel from tin
io the hearts of us all.
"A fat body means a fat
"atedly.
in
coal
best
the
while
iMlanlic
coast,
The forenoon of this day is devoted
liver and fat kidneys, and
in Alaska. jlieartT a fat
s
:o the regular routine of the work, in-- ti e world lies undeveloped
bodies are already
lihese
heavy
at.
work trying
Naval otllcers are now
of fatty degeneration."
tiding the normal department begincut samples of this coal. Secretary
ning at 7:00 a. m. Then conies the
"These babies are smothering in all
Daniels says he is determined to get
l
i.ys and Girls club and Bible study.
clothes they are made to wear,
to
he
if
has
j'he
out
the
tor
coal
navy,
At 10 a. in. Household Economics this
minds and flannels and layer upon lay
himself.'
shovel
and Domestic Art will occupy the at- handle a pick and
r of clothing this hot weather
"In view of the statements credited
tention of the students and at 2 p. m.
does a
"Not even In
herewith a 'child
- lecture will be given by exOovernor to you, 1 am enclosing
need clothing when the temperaintroduced
by
Bill
2714,
Senate
of
1. Bradford
Prince, on the subject, copy
of the house Is that of summer.
the ture
"Old Missions of New Mexico." This me July 10, 1913. 'To authorize
at night he must have cover."
Only
to
pro
vill be of verv great interest to all' 1'iesident of the I'nited States
destudents and to those interested in vide transportation and coal mine
the early days of this section of our vclopment in the Territory of Alaska AUGUST NUMBER,
As I under
ccuntry, and they are to be given by and for other purposes.'
SANTA FE TRAIL
stand, the United States navy is now
a student of the same.
on
mined
Pocahontas
coal,
t'sing
At S p. m. Hon. John It. McFie wlil
The August number of the Santa Fe
and
coast,
transported
give a lecture on the subject, "General around the Horn at a cost of approx- Trail Magazine is issued and presents
James H. Carlton and the California
a ton, $5.00 of which a very neat appearance with an atColumn." Here again is a topic of in imately $7.00
tractive cover design and a .list of
charges.
freight
represents
will
tense interest and the lecture
contributors who have handed out
".1
to
attention
Utcall
your especial
touch upon a topic that is but too
some interesting bits of information
bill
which
provides as well as
ile known. This lecture will close the Section 10 of the
pleasant summer reading
ioi the method of determining the
The special articles touch those
program for the day.
The
coal.
govct.st
the
of
is
on
12,
extracting
The opening day
August
questions which are more or less local
but the exercises will not begin until ernment mining service is to be or- and are of especial concern to those
two
of
welfare
to
the
obtain
who are particularly interested in the
evening, when at 8 o'clock Colonel ganized
consumwest and its offerings from the stand
Italph Emerson Twitchell will lecture i'nd only two sets of people
A minimum wage point of the student and those
who
on the subject: "The Confederate In ers and operatives.
is fixed for all chaises of operatives would help build up thlB wonderful
1862."
vasion of New Mexico
There will not be a dull day in this and a maximum price is fixed for con section of our country, will be enjoyed.
The president
(or his The story department is replete with
'.hole series lasting through the weekj sumers.
and the programs presented will be: a;;ents) determine this preliminary bits which will attract those who are
The government mining ser- looking for something to enjoy in these
of the most gripping Interest from the scale.
vice must do business between these days when we do not want to be over
t.rst day to the last.
Those who have had the oppor- b'mits. All profits made on mining exerted, but. want to be Interested.
number is up to the standard
tunity to hear these choice lectures will be distributed equally between cf This
the first Issue and the editor prompnd to have the privilege of the study the operatives of the mining service
cftered ought to be encouraged, as it and the consumers of coal. As the ises to continue to give the readers of
as required no small amount of work united States navy under this bill this magazine the best that can be
to aid in attracting attent'nd a great deal of effort to bring would be one of the consumers. It is secured and
about results that have been achieved clear that the government would pur- tion to this truly wonderful section
chase coal at actual cost of operation, of the country, which is bo full of at
by the Mountainair Chautauqua
tractiveness and replete with human
including mining and transportation
cost meaning the expenses of opera- stories of intense interest.
tion without exploitation of labor.
ALLIGATOR
i
"I call your attention also to the
of the bill in Section P,
provision
LAND
CAUGHT ON
which defines 'transporation facilities'
ti mean not only the government-con-FlructeHOW'S THIS?
Little Rock, Ark., Aug 6. Catching
railroads for which the bill
Offer One Hundred Dollars Rean alligator on the rails of a street
but also 'ocean or river ves- Weward
provides,
for any Case uf Catarrh That
railway system at midnight a mile and sels suitable for carrying coal or other
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
half from any water is an incident the
which
and
or
may
passengers,
Cure.
like of which probably will not reoccur be
used as colliers or transports in
FV J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
in 100 years, but that is the performwould
time of war.' The government,
ance of Conductor D. T. Poole and
We, the undersigned, have known F.
bethus establish
steamship lines
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Motorman A. L. Thedford, who run on
the Pulaski Heights line of the Little tween Alaska and the Pacific coast believe him perfectly honorable in all
and
the
of
United
the
States,
business transactions and financially
Rock Railway and Electric .company. ptrts
The alligator, of the ordinary black navy could be supplied with coal from able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
variety, was captured near the intersection of Prospect and Rose Btreet, r.ient ships, which vessels could be NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
as the line-ucar to Pulaski Heights i:ed by the army or navy, if required,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interwas making the last trip.
Motorman is. case of war.
atten"I
also
to
desire
direct your
Thedford discovered the little reptile,
nally, acting directly upon the blood
which is only two feet long. Stopping tion to Section 11 of the bill, providing and mucous surfaces of the system.
the car, he and Conductor Poole soon that the president may in his discre- Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
had the saurian safely deposited be- tion require the government mining per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's FamHv Pills for
neath the iron seat of a large sum- service to give preference in the sale
mer car and he was taken to the car rf its coal output to certain classes of
house, and then to Poole's home, No. consumers, and prescribing among the
t20 Water street.
lust to have this preference 'the UnitMr. Poole said that the "gator" must ed States navy and other government
have traveled from the Arkansas riv- Krvices.' Thus the navy would be
er, but as the species is rare In this r.tsured of a permanent and pracsection, it is not known how it happen- tically inexhaustible coal Bupply on
ed to be at this point along the river. the Pacific coast at reasonable cost
Mr. Poole says the alligator will be pnd under the control of the govern
He ment.
They are. First, because 90
kept on exhibition at his home.
intends to make a pet of it.
"1 ask that you will examine the
oer cent of business men arr
provisions of this proposed bill, and.
MUST BEljEVE IT.
honorable men.
that you will let me have your judgSecond: All advertisers have
When
Santa Fe People ment on those features of it especially
that It does not pay to
learned
would
United
vliich
affect
States
the
Tell It So Plainly.
fool
the
public.
When public endorsement is made i.avy. It is my belief that the people
Third: Newspapers like the
by a representative citizen of Santa of the I'nited States will never
that the Immensely valuable coal
Fe, the proof is positive. You must
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
believe it. Read this testimony. Ev- deposits of Alaska shall be turned
keep a strict censorship of their
evto
sufferer
of
to
and
cer private parties exploit
ery
kidney backache,
kidwoman
advertising columns and exclude
or child with
ery man,
monopolize. The bill was introduced
ney trouble will do well to read the for the purpose of providing the govanything of a questionable
ernment and the people of Alaska and
following:
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St., the Pacific coast with coal at cost,
Merchants who advertise are
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I suffered vita due regard for the welfare of
off and on for several months from the workers."
building not for today but for
backache and pains across my loins.
the future. They expect to be
"Very respectfully,
Mornings when I tried to sweep out (Signed)
"MILES POINDEXTER."
in husiness for the vears to
the store, my back bothered me bo
It Is not improbable that the secrecome.
much that often I had to sit down. tary of the
navy will take the matter
The trouble got to be constant and no up with President Wilson before makiThey know they can only live
matter what I did, my back hurt me. ng, his official
by service.
reply to Senator PoinI finally began using Doan's Kidney
,
When they advertise a thing
dexter.
Pills and I soon found out that they
they must have the goods, and
were what I needed. A box and a
the goods must be exactly as
half cured me. I am just as enthus- BABIES
FAT
iastic In my praise of Doan's Kidney
renresented or it would be
DOCTOR
SAYS
Pills now, as I was when I first recfatal.
ommended them several years ago."
There are no merchants in
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Boston, Aug. 6. "I want to tell the
of
citv more deserving
this
cents.
babies
mothers
of
Co.,
small
those
you've
Buffalo,
your patronage than those who
New York, sole agents for the United been showing in the baby contest that
advertise In THE SANTA FE
States.
every one of them is a little obese
NEW MEXICAN.
Remember the name Doan's and) wretch," said Dr. Charles E. Page totake no other.
day when quoting figures on the cost
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WE Boom it- - "WE.

room our Business
pYCJIVNC PZOpLC
FOR.

tfOOP GOOD

THEIR MONeV.
LISTEN IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHICH IS THE BEST HARDWARE
STORE, IT IS BECAUSE YOU HAV EN'T DEALT WITH US. OUR CUSTOMERS KNOW, BECAUSE WE GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS HARDWARE
THEY CAN RELY UPON FOR THE IR MONEY. WE WANT YOU FOR A
CUSTOMER, AND THE WAY WE Wl l.L TREAT YOU WHEN YOU COME
IN WILL MAKE A CUSTOMER OF YOU. FAVOR US WITH ONE
AND WE WILL PROVE IT .0 YOU.
--

cats-ogu-

Supt.

Wood

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

j

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.

the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWER
N

ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

GETS

TO
Pueblo

.

Col'do Springs

.

$16.35
18.15

St. Louis
Chicago .

.
.

. $47.35
. 51.85

21.10
Denver,
Detroit . . . 62.85
Salt Lake City j 40.00
Buffalo . . . 66.45
i
Ogden,
York City 78.85
New
St. Paul. . . 51.85
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.
.

.
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For quick results, a
little "WANT."

d

j

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.

p

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and

SANTA FE WATER
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LIGHT CO.

ST FARES

EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

SANTA FE TO C10UDCR0FT, N. M., AND RETURN,

Best

Truthful?

THIRTY-THIR- D

IS QUITE

IENT

your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
for
the hurried breakfast, your vacuready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

1

.

I

(12.10.

IBHor
'

West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON. T.. F. & P. Asrt.. N. M. C. R. R.. SANTA FE.
cr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
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Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.
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ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

I FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,
I

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.
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FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERR1LLOS
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

I

PHONE

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make

j

PHONE 85 MAIN.

T- -

IT."

LIGHT

j

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE

PHONE 14.
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This Troublesome Skin
Promptly Checked
by a very Simple
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Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
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OF To Stop Scaling

OPENING

From Consumption

DYER PORK

INTER

THE

6,

TOO
THE

Foster-Milbur-

n

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of
104 DON

Telephone 9 W

(JASPER ST.

SO

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, MO Main.
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Next Door
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WHAT'S THE REASON ?

R uuMaTHATBucaztsHBSDHniaaanBoeBKCKMaiBiiEBaB

When yon feci dfs

"Blue" Feelini

U

couragedandallihe
world seems to lie
against you that's

Vhen you consider
POO? GIRl

your system's wav
of telegraphing you that something Is WRONG and needs HELP,
tiri'd anil refuses to work, or your
It mny be that your liver iamucn
ao nnu

WCf?KS

Y And her r?u6al meals

that this

12 HOURS

A

OVER

HALF WHAT

MP

By MACDONALD.

cost her

CAN EARN

WHAT IS THE REASON

Dr. Pierce's

M5m

Golden

will give tlie required aid. Tones tho entire system. The weak stomach is
made strong. The liver vibrates with now life. The blood is cleansed of ail
health to every vein and nerve and muscle and
impurities and carries renewed
organ of the body. No more attack of
wortn
wniio
the "blues. Hie Becomes
again, and hope takes place of despair.

5

S

9

Insist on getting Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery,
Sold by dealers in medicines.

Jm

And her

Salt Lake City. Aug.

6. The report
of the Mexican
colonization scheme of the Mormon
church is fabrication, was the declaration of Charles W. Penrose of the
first
of the Mormon
presidency
church, who accompanied President
Joseph P. Smith on his recent visit
to Canada.
"The
church
no
contemplates
change in Its plans in Mexico and no
statement to the effect that the
church would abandon its colonization
scheme there was made while the

said

fi

Am merely for existence

(LET ALONE

COMFORT
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IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of
only realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
first-cla-

ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 f efficient, you would specify

The De Luxe Business Paper

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

CAUSED

A

MARSHA WARRINGTON.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
N. M.
Santa

Cj

tigs

ijgL

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITWQ TUB
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REftkEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.

LOIA N'ORRIS.

Mc
hKhes letog
Stamp, net over 2
Each additional Hue en stamp
Its
One-liinches lent; . . 20c
and net ever 3
Stamp, ever 2
15c
Each additional Hoc en stamp.
e
ami net ever 5 Inches teat;.. .. 2Sc
stamp, ever 3
Each additional line on same stamp
3tc
One-liMc
Stamp, over 5 Inches font per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved Hnes
en Stamp count as two Hues).
35c extra
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 inches lone
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type nsed U
lf
over
inch in Hie, we charge for one Mae far eoca
lf
inch or fraction.
-2

-2

-2

-2

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
hick
f9t
aay town and 4mU, for
50c
Inch
month, day and year in
men.... 35c
Regular Une Dater month, day and year,
inch .... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, mmy aad year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
IS9
Facsimile Signature Rubber Strap ased Weed Cut
LM
Pearl Check Protector
1J9
1- -2

1- -3

1-

-4

1- -A

I

STAMP PADS.

25 cts ; 2
x3
cts; 2 x 3
25 cts ;
x e, 64 cts ; 4
cts j 3
a 7 2, 7Scs;
xf.es cts. AH ceiers. 5tae ?M Ink, 25 cts per hettfe.
3--4,

23-4x-

4

4

-4

1-

-4,

15
35

3--4,

1-

-0

KjlMiwi

A sanitary and durable article ;
will keep water cool for forty,
eight Hours; is compact and
very easily carried; made in
various sizes; is used and endorsed by all whose duties
take them in warm climates.
Is used by the U. S. Gov't employes. Every bag guaranteed.
Send for our latest pamphlet.

-4

1- -2

1-

-2,

1--

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
SANTA FE, NHW MTXJCO.
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NATIONAL VEGAS ROAD IN AWFUL
I

TRANSCONTINENTAL

TWEEN THIS
PUT

IN

TRAVEL WILL

CITY AND LAS

MUCH

fw
WEBSTER'S

A.

N

frv?iFAT-Tr-3-

NEW

STOP IN SANTA FE UNLESS

Theodore J. Roche and Matt I
Sullivan, special government counsel,
who will prosecute Diggs ana Caminetti, declared today that it would
avail the defense nothing to establish

BETTER

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

NEVER

ROAD
VEGAS

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains tho pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
C000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us toll you about thii most
remarkable single volume.

BE-

IS

CONDITION

SAYS JUDGE HANNA.

The road committee of the chamber
and members
of the
chamber interested in roads, are meeting this afternoon at the chamber, In
company with Ralph K. Twitchell and
Avery Turner, the last two represent-ii-the Santa Fe railroad. It is ex-- f
eeted that as a result of the meeting
a more united and systematic road
campaign may be begun. Judge R. H.
lhinna, chairman of the road commit
tee is presiding.
Judge Hanna returned yesterday
afternoon late from Las Vegas, making the trip in his car, and if you want
some first hand information on roads,
Fe road,
especially the Vegas-Santinst talk to him. It is not unlikely
that he will have a stirring message
I'tr the committee before it closes its
j sessions
this afternoon.
In speaking of his trip, and esrecially the roads encountered, Judge
Hanna Bald this morning:
"Santa Fe
n ight just as well give up hope of
ever being on a transcontinental automobile route unless steps are taken
immediately to repair and keep in
chape the road between here and Las
Vegas. It is next to Impossible. It Is
very badly washed, it Is full of stone's
and what small attempts have been
i:,ade to repair It have consisted of
utting sand in some of the ruts and
this makes it even harder to get
t! rough.
As a matter of fact that
road has had very little done ori If
since last June and I am sure there
has not been a lick of work done on it
lev tho past two months, during whici!
i. has washed badly.
"Just as a sample of what we are
missing In the way of transcontinental travel, I learned this while I was
t commerce,

Write for sample
pages, full par
ticulars, eto.
Narao this
piper and
wo will
send free
a act of
Pocket
Maps

,

a

were
returned
indictments
'against Caminetti and Diggs four
against Caminetti and two against
Diggs. They were charged with white
to violate the
Klaverv, conspiracy
white slave trafie. act and with transporting women for immoral purposes
Anthony Caminetti asked for a postMAURV I. DIGGS.
ponement of the case, which was
granted by Attorney General McReynolds, and when he finally ordered
to postpone the case indefinitely
McNah quit, claiming that it was impossible to fulfill the tenets of his
because McReynolds blocked his
efforts to prosecute influential defendants.
Former United States Attorney, M.
H. Woodworth and Nathan J. Goghlan
will defend F. Drew Caminetti, Maury
I. Diggs and Attorney Charles B. Harris. Harris is one of Diggs' attorneys.
He and Diggs were Indicted on charges
of perjury In connec
of subornation
tion with the white slave cases.
The firm of Delvln and Delvin and
S Luke I)we will also represent the
defendants.
Negotiations are under
way for the service of Earl Rogers
of Los Angeles, who achieved fame in
the San Francisco graft cases and the
dynamite cases of Los Angeles,
Diggs and Caminetti were recently
arraigned before Federal Judge Mor
row on the violation of the Mann act
Indictment. They have already plead
l'bt guilty to the conspiracy charge
and will go on trial on that indictment August 5.
F. DREW CAMINETTI.
Diggs has had subpoenas issued for
ten habitues of the beach and Barbary
Coast resorts to testify as to the char- anything derogatory to Miss Warringacter of Marsha 'Warrington, whom he ton's character, as the Mann act speciis accused of transporting to Reno for fically makes it a crime to transport
immoral purposes. A few days ago he women or girls for immoral purposes
caused the summoning of 20 witnesses without regard to their character.
in Sacramento, all habitues of the
The
case will be
one of the most sensational trials in
night life, for the same purpose.
Young Caminetti, whose name Is the country. Mrs. Caminetti has sabl
linked with Lola Norris in the white that she wants the law to take its
slave scandal, has not summoned a course despite the disgrace it will re-- !
The government has main- Hect upon her children, and that she
witness.
tained that Miss Norris' character was "ants her husband made an example
without a blemish until she was in cl so that other married women may
veigled into joining the famous Reno have some protection.
j

G . &C. Merriam Co.

Spr: ilM;lielri, Mass.

-

Mc-Na- b

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.

SELF-INKIN- G

A portable "refrigerating
plant" water always cool
in the sun or shade, every
one guaranteed.

Made by

reputations.
Marsha Warrington is the daughter!
of the Western Pacific ticket agent
jef Sacramento and Lola Norris is the
only daughter of a retired business
j
man, also nf the state capital.

Water-Mark- )

Water Bag

Adam Appell Water Bag Co.
Portland, Oregon

flopement party.

San Francisco. Aug. C. The Diggs-- ) Hayden was said to be a persona'
of Caminetti.
Caminetti white slave case, which
cently created a sensational scandal
Maury I. Diggs, former state archil
in national politics, came up for trial tect, is the scion of a wealthy Sacra
here yesterday in Federal Judge De ml,nt0 family. Diggs senior at one time
Havens court.
senator. Drew Caminetti
jw.aa stat
The government will only assist in
the son of Anthony Caminetti. com
this prosecution. Matt I. Sullivan and missioner of immigration.
Both afa
Theodore Roche, special prosecutors, married, with families. Caminetti has
will conduct the case. This is the two children and
Diggs has one
case that resulted in the resignation child.
of John L. McXab, who claimed that
They eloped to Reno, Nevada, Janu
ary 15, tillS, with two high school
girls, Marsha Warrington and Lola
Norris. After eluding the police for
a week they were finally
captured
while living together in a cottage under assumed names. Until the Reno
escapade both girls had borne good

COUPON

Local Dater
Ledger Dater
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Six
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FOR SALE BY ALL
DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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TRIAL

IT WILL PROBABLY BE THE MOST SENSATIONAL CASE OF ITS KIND
WILL BE BiTTERLY FOUGHT WITH WEALTH
IN THE COUNTRY
AWFUL.
AND POLITICAL INFLUENCE ON ONE SIDE AND THE
STORY OF DEBAUCHERY OF TWO YOUNG GIRLS ON THE OTHER.

J
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DIGGS-CAMINET-

1

(Fac-Simi-

A

Mr.

Haw-ti.orn- e

'
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South African

bare" lodgings cost

ivUST SERVE SENTENCE
IN ATLANTA PRISON.
Atlanta da., Aug. (i. According to
authentic reports here today of decisions reached by the department of
jtstice at Washington, Julian
and Dr. William J. Morton, of
Boston, convicted of using the mart?
to defraud, must serve their terms Ifl
the federal prison here, despite the
recommendations of the federal boarff
of prisons. With good behavior, Haw-t- l
orne and Morton will be liberated in

.

-

$6

Penrose.

of the abandonment
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in Canada,"
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Presidmt World's Dispensary
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

MORMONS DENY THEY
WILL QUIT MEXICO.

HE

her

r

.

THINKS HE IS PHILANTHROPIC

EMPLOYER
WHEN

to
need cam.
haps
vou have bet. eating th" wrong kind or lood. and your blood is too
neeu
is a tonlo
rich or impoverished, wnat you

digestive orirans have hart too

TIIIt'.-rn

1

of-fc-

SHE'S

VERY SAD

away: Not many weeks ago a pilot
car, leaving a caravan of nine automobiles arrived in Las Vegas. The
pilot car then came to Santa Fe and
he had such a hard trip of it, the roads
wtre so washed out and so nearly 1m-- I
assable, that he wired from Santa Fb
to Trinidad to the other nine cars, and
told them to take the northern route
through Colorado as the Santa r3
load made the trip through here practically out of the question.
"I do not know just how many other
cars have been diverted in the sama
way, but it is certain that we might
just as well not expect any transcontinental travel, unless we get this roal
in

better shape."

OVER

HER

$75,000

WORTH OF JEWELS STOLEN.
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Diggs-Caminet-

interference

Attorney General
prevented him prosecuting
by

the
defendants
in particular.
The appointment of Thomas Hayden,
who later resigned, as special prosecutor, brought down another shower
cf criticism on McReynolds, because
rich and

Dlggs-Caminet-

powerful

case

THE WEATHER
The range of temperature yesterday was from 59 to 82 degrees; the
humidity was 43 per cent. There was
a trace of rain
with showers ani
thunderstorms in the distance.
The temperature at S a. m. toda.'
was fin degrees. In other cities it was
as follows:
Amarillo, 68; Bismarck, 56; Boise,
Eli; Cheyenne, 50; Dodge City, 70; Du
rango, 50; Flagstaff, 52; Grand Junction, fit; Helena, CO; Kansas City, 80:
Lander, 52; Los Angeles, CO; Modem,'
CO; Phoenix, 76; Portland 62; Pueiiio,
H:
6i ; Rapid City, 60; Rosenburg,
Roswen", 66; Salt Lake, 62; San Fran
Cisco, 5R; Spok,;;;e, C2; Tonopah, 0t;
Wmnemucca,
Local Data.
Highest 'temperature yesterday.' 82.
Highest temperature this date last
year. 83.
Lowest temperature this date last
year, S3.
Extreme this date, 41 years record,
highest, 92 in 1878.
Extreme this date, 41 years record.

j

j

I
j

I

lowest,

50 in lSlKl.

MERCHANTS TO HOLD

Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
BOOSTER MEETING
with local
cloudy and threatening
thunder storms tonight or Thursday.
The Santa Fe Mercantile associa- .
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy .
"""4 a
with local thunder storms tonight 6? "u"
line Liaugnun nuuuing on tne riur- Thursday.
teenth of August at eight o'clock in
Conditions.
Relatively low barometer prevail.? the evening.
They are trying to
this morning from Montana southward raise enough money to bring to Santa
to southern California,
Arizona and
Fe on that occasion the president and
New Mexico, and eastward to the middle Mississippi valley, while to the secretary of the state association.
far northwest an area of high barome- - All merchants are earnestly request- ter appears over Washington and ed to subscribe to this fund in a
Oregon. Some cloudiness is present small way. Call on or phone Mrs.
over the Rocky mountains, and show- Nora E. Summers. The following
ers have occurred in parts of South have made cash donations towards
Dakota, Utah, northern Arizona and this movement:
northern New Mexico. Temperatures
Nora E. Summers, H. S. Kaune &
are generally lower over the Pacific Co., Wm. Arrighi, Modern Grocery,
and the northwest. Conditions remain Seligman Brothers,
Emil Uhfelder,
favorable for threatening weather in Adolf Seligman, Santa Fe Transfer
this section over Thursday.
s
and Lumber Co.,
Hdw.
Co., New Mexican Printing Co., Frank
It will not pay you to waste your Andrews, Santa Fe Water and Light
time wrting out your legal forms Co., Anderson Bros., Capital
Coal
vi hen you can get them
already print Yard, Nathan Salmon, Star Barn, J.
ed at the New Mexican Printing com li Alarid, Theodore Corrick, Santa Fe
Products Co.
pany.
.1

...

j

'i

Wood-Davi-

AT LEFT, MRS. CHARLES C. RVMSEY, DAUGHTER OF THE LATE
RAILROAD WIZARD, E. H. HARRIMAN, WITH MRS. E. H. HARRJMAN
MRS. RUMSEY WAS REAT ARISTOCRATIC NARRAGA.VSETT PIER.
ONE PIECE WAS
CENTLY ROBBED OF 75,0O0 WORTH OF JEWELS.
A $60,000 ROPE OF PEARLS.

PAGE POUR

t

SANTA

j

manly disposition and
character. Johnson modestly accepted the beautiful cup and its content,
minething like $800 In crisp new $15
bills. Commissioner Newman
made
tlse presentation remarks. They were
biief and to the point. Johnson's re-ly was a pair of flushed cheeks and
of

BOY

OF

38 BEST SOUTHPAW PITCHER

BIG

IN

EDDIE PLANK.

LEAGUES-NA- MED

o

athletes have
So many
(lone strange things that long ago the
Fpecies was classified as squirrel food
nuts as it were hut even the most
would hesitate to
iraaginativ-,persoclassify the eminent Gettysburg guide.
Edward S. Plank ,as a pecan.
Plank is 3S. He began pitching
nbout the time the first national
agreement was written and has been
doing a fairly good job of it ever since,
Remember, Plank uses his left arm

his

pleasant smile.

BASEBALL.
Standing of the Clubs.

,

National League.

Club
N'ew York
1

Won

Lost

Pet.
.69::
.G28

KS

hlladelphia

HO

Chicago

Pittsburg
Brooklyn
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis

."2
."0
4:!

48
47
51

41
41

5(5

:;s

611

.520
.515
.457
.123
.398
.37G

2

The line-ufor the Elks ball game
will be given in a day or two and it
'"111 be an advertisement
in itself.
There are some mighty good players
among the Santa Fe qiks as has
been demonstrated in games that have
been played in the past and the
members of the order who are com
ing down from Las Vegas have some
pretty nifty players as well, so the
game on Sunday afternoon next should
cner some mighty good sport.
In addition to this, twill be the
dance on Saturday night, when there
should be a big attendance and a jolly
time.
The boys are making preparations
frr these two entertainments and wil
iT.deavW to give the visitors from the
Ii1
:idow City as much pleasure as is
o.sible. The game will be a lively
M.e and the dance will have, in addition to the main feature, which, of
course, is the dance itself, a good line
o! mts. and no one will honestly say
Mint this is not an attraction on any
kind of an occasion, be it a dance or a
pit lie or a regular feed where one goes
wi.ii the expectation of getting a good

substantial
American League.
The Elks have the reputation for
Pet.
Club
Won Ijst
I'oing things in a style that is attrac31
fi9
.690
Philadelphia
tive and in the
instance they
39
.622 do not intend to present
.64
Cleveland
be behind their form-- (
44
5fi
.560 r efforts in
Washington
any particular.
51
54
.514
hicago
.475! It is to be hoped and expected that
47 .52
P.oston
Alt loth the game and the dance will be
61
43
l.'etrolt
attended as it is known before-han'oglwell
65
42
jSt Louis
that it will be worth the price of
'.New York
fit
32
""" admission,
as the old circus bills used
c say.
American Association.
Wo want our guests to go away
Won Lost Pet.
Club
46
.5S6 raying good things of us, as we are
(55
Milwaukee . ..
48
62
5g4 Hire they will.
Louisville .
fill-u-

;

C

d

.

Minneapolis
Columbus
Kansas City
St. Paul
Toledo
Indianapolis

.

m- -

59

49

.546

60-

50
59
(it

.545
.464

51
50
49
39

.450
.445
.368

61

67

Western League.
Won Ixst

Club
Denver
Des Moines
Lincoln
Omaha
Pt. Joseph
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

TY COBB MAY BE
MANAGER. NEXT
St. Louis, Aug 6. There is a report
current in town that Ty Cobb is to

Pet.

ear.

Rumor says that Earl Hamiliha oranlr onntrinaw r,f tVio
Frowns: Derril Pratt, an infielder, and
50
.51" one or two
.
promising players may be
53
.50 traded to Detroit
for Cobb.
.501
53
53
Stovall is certain to go at the end
57
46
AV,
season. He has not
60
45
.42') icf the present
which
when pitching,
exclusively,
made a success of the bossing job and
.383
66
41
'
WSBBt
he is also in bad with Ban B. Johnson
makes his performance more remarke
for expectorating on Umpire Fer--!
able. Three years ago this
(Where
gi:son's coat early in the season,
Today
that time he has pitched
KDDI13 PLANK. THE HANDSOME
mm.
It has been the belief here for some
He
all
was
in.
GETtold
was
he
winder
PIC1URB OF THE FAMOUS
National League.
itime that Cobb should have a manaTAKEN
WAS
TYSBURGhad finished. Then he started all over
GUIDE,
Brooklyn at Chicago.
gerial job and that he will never be
New York at Pittsburgh.
satisfied until he has the reins of a
WHEN A SMALL BOY MISTOOK
again.
Boston at Cincinnati.
major league ball club In his own
HIM FOR HIS GRANDFATHER.
something like 61 or 62 victories while
hands.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
The Browns seem a good
His
being defeated 16 or 17 times.
to start,
place
was
lecord this year at last accounts
American League.
This report is interesting, inasmuch
13 victories out of 15 starts, which
at Washington.
Chicago
as it is the first that is making Cobb
Mack
won,
first
pennant
practically
the
for
league
heads
their
Giants
upon
St. Louis at Boston.
for a man only 38, is considered pretty
manager of a club.
commenced planning for the big
Detroit at New York.
fair work. By the time he is 50, Plank defeat in the 1911 world's Beries and has
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
has made the hardest hitting teams ir games in October and will not work
ought to be a regular pitcher.
ST. LOUIS TELEPHONE
who will be
or
Mack
Bender,
either
without
hand
out
of
his
feed
land
The public doesn't bear of Eddie the
STRIKE IS NOT SETTLED.
Association.
American
to
more
than
enough
Ins
best
bets,
Plank as it does of Christy Mathew-eon- , choking.
at
Milwaukee
Columbus.
condiSt. Louis, Mo., Aug. 6. The strike
This year Plank is better than he keep their throwing arms in
St. Paul at Toledo.
Walter Johnson or "Reb" Russell
of girl operators
and maintenance
tio
American
a
at
the
,
With
been.
Minneapolis
Indianapolis.
ever
but it was E. Plank who stood the has
men against the Southwestern TeleKansas City at Louisville.
phone and Telegraph company, which
was announced yesterday as settled,
'the third match 60 to 14, each man JOHNSON DAY WAS BIG
HANDICAP BILLIARD
SUCCESS.
A
Today's Games.
practically was renewed this
TOURNAMENT RESULTS. playing for 60 points.
was
100
Johnson
Oatman
Walter
day,
Saturday,
Tonight at billiards,
National League.
In the handicap billiard tournament will play Hott SO, and Dr. Diaz 50 will a splendid success, says the Washing-telast night at the Montezuma, Wetzel, play Enos 70. At pocket billiards
At Pittsburgh-N- ew
the
Star. It was undoubtedly
will play Chaves 100 to 55 and
1 8
4
York
crowd that ever attended a
playing 60 points, lost to Wilson, 30, Eohrer
krgest
Baca 45 to 45.
1
9 12
The paid Pittsburgh
ball game in Washington.
by a score of 56 to 30, in 52 innings. Revel will play
Mathewson, Wiltse and A. Wilson;
W'etzel made a high run of G and
attendance was 15,689, and counting
5. Cronenberg playing 90 to Hay-I't- RESULTS ON FINAL RACE
those who enter the inclosure on the McQuillen and Gibson.
SO, won 90 to
62 in 3S Innings.
courtesies of the club, the crowd total
TODAY AT KALAMAZOO
At Chicago
over 17,000. The re
Cronenberg bad a high run of 15, and
Kalamazoo, Mich,, Aug. 6. In the ed probably
3
6 0
Haynes never made more than S at grand circuit races here this afternoon markable feature of the attendance Brooklyn
4
9 1
one time.
the first heat in the 2:14 trot, ivery was in the fact that nearly 50 per cent Chicago
Walker, Wagner and Miller; Cheney
In the handicap pocket billiard heat of the race, for the paper mills represented the fair sex. Washingtournament, Lockwood playing GO purse of $3,000, resulted as follows: ton has long since had the reputation and Needham, Archer. (Ten innings.)
,
(it having its ball games attended by
points to Creegan's 100, won by a Tanara, first; Fan Patch, second;
At
Cincinnati
core of 60 to SG in 31 innings.
third; Dan Range, fourth. Time: more members of the fair sex than
any other city in the circuit, but iri game postponed; rain.
high run was 10, while Creegan 2:09.
this respect the attendance has never
irade 17 in one inning. Lockwood in SPORT
American League.
a second match, playing GO to
Second heat, 2:14 trat, (every heat been equaled.
35, lost to McClintock, 60 a race); Paper Mills
It was a fitting tribute to a really
purse, $3000?
At New York-Det- roit
to 35, in 12 innings. Lockwood made Tenara, first; Reneen, second; Santos great ball player, one who is an
a high run of 21, but at that lost the Maid, third; Fan Patch, fourth. Time, honor to his profession, not only
New York ... .
.. . .1
game. Martinez defeated Hoover in 2.07
of 'jis remarkable ability, but
Dauss
Ford
and
and McKee;

...69

37

59
54

45

.651
.567

ton

,
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PROMOTION
MAJOR RAY
THE

ASKS

PROMOTION

COURT
OF

CER AND IS TURNED

DENIED
TO

DOWN.-C-

protest.

RESTRAIN

ANOTHER

OFFI-

OURT

GIVES REASON.

CHAMPION TO GET
FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS.
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 6. HubIi
of the Willie
Springer, promoter
Ritchie-Freddi- e
Welsh fight, said yesterday that the arrangement was to
give Ritchie a guarantee of $15,000
win, lose or draw. In other wordt,
Springer guarantees him 50 per cetl
or the house and guarantees that the
house will contain $30,000. He is also
to get 50 per cent of returns from the
pictures, the remainder going to
Welsh and the Vancouver promoters".
Springer adds that he supposes weight
will be 133 ringside, but that is not
specified as Welsh agrees to make any v
weight Ritchie may require. Springer
has had no telegram.
'

Washington. D. C, Aug. 6. Major
B. iRiy's application for an
junctlon to prevent Secretary Gar
rison from promoting another officer
in the armv nay corps over his head
was denied here today by the district
.
F.upreme court.
Although Ray is in line of seniority.
the war department, in view of
before a congressional com- mittee, asked Attorney General Mdnomiif
the president might
Ueynolds
nate another man. McReynolds held
that the president could. Ray appealed to the court.
In its decision, the court held in TOO

needier
i- -

s

j

part:

"The court recognizes that some one
have some discretion in the selection of officers to be promoted or
appointed to higher grade and that it
would be difficult to pass a law that
would operate automatically without
The personal equasuch discretion.
tion is one that must be considered
for an office
and personal fitness
should be determined by those who
are responsible for the proper execution of the duties of such office.
"The question seems to be one for
an executive or administrative officer
rather than one for the court."

GIRL
EUGENIC BRIDE.
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 6. One of
the first couples to get a marriage
cense under the new state eugenic law
i
teday was Lawrence E. Money and
Miss Christine M. Seyfried Washing
ton, D. C, shortly before noon today.
Molley ia 23 years old and his bride
if. one year younger.
On account of religious differences
ie
decided to havse
performed in tins city lnsteao or ai
A dispensation was obWashington.
tained by Miss Seyfried, who is a teleGibphone operator, from Cardinal
bons. Carrying in her hand the letter, written in Latin and signed by
the cardinal, the bride with the bridegroom, her sister and a brother of
Money, went to the marriage license
bureau.
There they were compelled to answer the long list of questions concerning their physical and moral qualifications for matrimony.
They then
the
Catholic
went to
cathedral,
where the ceremony was performed.
Mr. and Mrs. Money left for Kentucky and will return to Washington in
about two weeks.
of
The new law was productive
much indignation,
considerable embarrassment and no end of amusement. Men who came without their
sweethearts and young women without their swains were compelled to
go back and hunt up the other contracting party before a license could
be issued.
The question relating to the physical and moral character of applicants
V

6, 1913.

caused most trouble.
Young men,
when asked whether they had a transmissible disease were imbeciles, epileptics, of unsound mind or under the
influence of liquor or a narcotic drug,
hesitated, flushed, grew indignant and
then stammered out an answer under

THE ELKS DANCE
INJUNCTION TO PREVENT
AND BALL GAME

N

SI?

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

NEW MEXICAN

ASHINGTON

A

11-

i

w

MANY

PLAYERS
ON
THE TEAM.
Philadelphia, Aug 6. There is a report that some of the star members
of the Athletic team gave Connio
Mack a quiet hint that they would ie
pleased were he to let out some of
the youths who are doing nothing exBy reducing the
cept bench duty.
personnel of the team the checks of
the regulars would he higher should
the club qualify for the world's series.
The Mack vets want the team nut
before the date arrives that would
make the deadwood eligible for the
stries coin. Two youths who have
Cone virtually nothing toward putting
the Athletics in the lead are Pennock
end Wyckoff, both pitchers. It is
that. Mack will grant the
and send the pair to Baltimore
end pull them back again next spring.
CRIFFIN AND STRACHAN
START OFF IN THE LEAD.
Chicago, 111., Aug, 6. Griffin and
Strachan won the first set from Wash-burnin the conand Touchard
test to decide who shall compete in
the challenge round for the national
tennis doubles title at Newport, Aue

gust 18.
Strachan and Griffin won the second
set
By winning the match Griffin and
Strachan won tZhe right to play
and Bundy for the national
championship.

Hot

Delicious

Chocolate.

October's chilly daya suggest iomethta;
tor the inner man.
wirm
U7- -n
renilv.
We're serving hot chocolate made from
cnuti-pruutici : iioien jor
Its pnritr, excellence and
dcliciousneBS of flavor.
We don't knotv of any other store
chocolate too
that ierrec
expensive, perhaps. It's different at 0UR5
there's nothing too good for our patrons.

llltff&

t' a
OC.

PIPING HOT

A

0 CUPFUL
Served

fith

FOR

dainty, crisp crackers.

lwsys fresh. If yon're
or 'he city, we'll express it to 5011.

H'JVLE IT 3

Wil-tso-
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m

fcoeetional bookcases fr

f

Ren-sens-

Boston-Cincinna-

LoclT-wood'- s

w

e

Sweeney.

PLAYING

WATER

POLO

WOMEN

LEARN

LIFE

SAVING.
j

San Francisco, Calif., Aug. G. Another bomb has been hurled into the
athletic world by a girl. If there is a
.eport that man thought he had to himself It is water polo.
'
Baseball Is child's play and football
itself a maidenly pastime compared
with swimming.
Water polo resembles basketball.
The ball may be carried or thrown
with either hand, but the aim of th.i
players is to hurl it through a goal instead of into a net. Each side con
sists of six players. A goal keeper, j
two backs, or guards, and three for-Wfids.
In tackling an opponent it is permissible to duck them.
To play this difficult game it is
to be able to use all strokes
and swim with great speed. The new
ciawl stroke, invented by the Australian, perfected by a San Franciscan
jicd used with such tremendous effect
hy "Duke" Kahanamoku, the Hawaiian
who beat the world at the last Olym
pic games, is employed by the San
il'Tancisco girls. It enables the polo
fclayer to move with the ball under ab
solute control at a high speed.
f This new sport for girls is but one
pf the activities of the National Women's Life Saving league, which has
r.cw established branches all over (Tie
Itnlted States. Many of the most InFrom Left to Right Miss Fann
fluential women in the country have rt.embers of the National Women' L
become members, the object being to Water Polo
Playeri.
encourage swimming and all forms of
methods
Britain, Germany and many
among women.
They hope, among other things, tb cher countries children learn to swim
Eiake swimming a part of the regular a the same time they write and read.
education in the public schools. Jn 11 us the general health of the popu

At Boston
St. Louis
Boston

.1

6
4 12

Baumgardner and McAllister;
jdient and Thomas.
At Philadelphia
Cleveland

Philadelphia
Gregg, Kahler and

0
1
Be- -

6
0

1
7
7 10

O'NeiJ

Bush

;

and Schang.
C

At Washington
hicago

2
11

Washington

3
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1
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3
0

Smith, O'Brien, Lathrop and Kuhni
Johnson, Gallia and Ainsmith.
American Association.
At Indianapolis
Minneapolis .. '.

1

I

4
7
3 10

Indianapolis

and

Works

Mogridge and Smith;
Casey.

2
2

y

g

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Reports of games received too late
for publication in yesterday's New
Mexican :
National League.
At St. Txuis

Philadelphia
St. Louis

1

7

......0

4

Alexander and Killifer; Sallee and
Wingo.
American
At New York

League.

Detroit
Delancy and Mrs. Fred S. Calllt.
ite Saving League and Both Excellent
,

l

New York
Dubuc and
bchulz, Caldwell

Globe-Wernic-

10 13
5 8

Stanage;

1

Keating.

American Association.
4
6
7 12

V

ke

5

and Sweeney.

At Louisville-Indianap- olis
lation is improved and many lives are
saved.
Louisville
Mrs. Uncle Sam hopes to see the
Schardt.
Harrington and
Binie plan adopted in this country . Loudermtlk and Severoid.

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Now, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way of building a library. This is the
idea.

ONCE

0
0

1
1

Casey;

u

New.-- Mexican

Printing Co., Agents.

U

II

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE

1913.

6,

SUMMER

UNITED

8

BANK

STATES

TRUST GO.

FULL

Does a General Banking Business.

STUDENTS

$

Your Patronage Solicited

&

!

PALACE

j

N. B.

J.

B. LAMY,

t.

mm tv

-

i

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

FOR

5 Room Modern

Room
6 Room
6 Room
10 Room
5

Modern

Modern
Modern
Modern

FOR

h

PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Adobe Cottage. 2 blocks from Capitol,
Brick Cottage,
blocks from Plaza,
Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,
SALE-RAN-

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000

PROPERTY

CH

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
2 Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
( , pjve Room Modern Brick CottaKe
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
SURETY

INSURANCE

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
119 San Francisco St.,
! I
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VaS3&G0&Q&a0

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
ammtmmtrrifiimim
ROUND

TRIP

PROGRAM

AT THE OLD

EXCURSION

FARE, SANTA FE

Si

Dr. J. II. Sloan is back from a

south.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

trip

Numbers of the Best Fashion and
Family
Magazine for 20c a year, when you buy a 10c Pattern, good
This offer is
until Aug. 15th. Come to the store
limited
time only.
good for a
12

125 Palace Ave

J. 13. llnyward will not he at
The summer session of the School home tomorrow.
of American Archaeology is in full
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for the
SULZER AND HIS
swing. The following are the announce, Santa Fe, is here on business.
CAMPAIGN
ACCOUNT.
A. Chavez and L. Loliato, of Galis-teo- ,
meuts of lectures:
in
are
the
visitors
city.
Tonight.
(Continued from page one).
Paul Butt returned last night from
At 8:15 o'clock, "Hellenic Italy and
i brief trip to Albuquerque.
Sicily," by Dr. H. It. Falrclough.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Thomas are in lober 22. 1!U2.
At 8: 5 o'clock, "The Canaanite PeJacob II. SchiiT, $2.".iMI.
riod in Palestine," by Dr. Lewis II. Albuquerque for a' brier stay.
Abram 1. Elkus, $,"iUU.
Al. ,f. McGulnness and wile left yesPaton.
Some of the checks, which were
to
Tomorrow.
(he Duke
terday for a short trip
were deposited ill the Mutual
0: :!0 a. m.
Indian work in
City.
Alliance Trust company and some in
Miss Thatcher of
Durungn, is a
"Crete and the Beginning visitor in the city. She is at La the Farmers Euan i!i Trust company,
3 p. ui.
both of this city. The former was
by
!rf the Greek Civilization,"
sh lie hotel.
Mitchell Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Enrich
and that used by L. A. Sareeky, (iovernor
The Story of Man, fit- - child, of San Pedro, are at the De Suiter's confidential secretary, for
8:15 P. in.
c imp;iign
contributions.
Its books
jten and Unwritten," by Dr. Edgar L. Vargas hotel.
showed total deposits to Snizer's ac-- i
n.
II.
well
the
known
Stuhhlelield,
jHewett.
8:15 p. m
"The Early Hebrew Pe-- j 0ii salesman of Alcalde, is at the omits of $12, 40."), between October
and .November 12, 1912. All was drawn
jiiod in Palestine," by Dr. Lewis B. Montezuma.
Paton.
Assessor Fred B. Heyn, of Albuquer- cut except $190. There were 94 sepaWhile the attendance of the school que, is here before the stale board of rate checks covering these deposit
lis not-si':d $:'ii(Mi in cash.
large as it. might be, there equalization.
Governor Sulzer's sworn list conjcre some prominent men here. One
State Senator Thomas 1). Burns is
of those seen this morning; is Dr. T here from Tierra Amarilla.
lis contributors
and totally
He jKjteined
i,
Mitchell Pruden, a pathologist of note
the records asserted. The at
at lie De Vargas hotel.
stopping
who comes from Xew York City. He
.T.
H. Toulouse is spending a Tew tempt to connect Mr. Sulzer with the
T was graduated from Yale in 1X72, rein Albuquerque on business eon-- purchase of aiitm of Dig Four railroad
'days
ceived his MD in 1X75 and his LLD in r.ected with the
magazine he is pub-- j siock on October 22 was made through
1S9S. He is the autlior of several meditiueftuumnt; .iumr a. r uiht, ui uie
lishing.
cal works and contributions to literary
Xew York stock exchange? firm of Fnl- Mendenhall.
for
several
Harry
magazines of travel and science. He months
at the De Var- - lrr & Gray, concerning an
clerk
day
past
Columbia University director
hotel, left yesterday for Billings, Bccount designated as "account. No.
let the Rockefeller Institute for Re-- j Montana.
ilMl."
search in 1900.
.Mr. Fuller refused point, blank to
Thomas P. Gable came down from
to
Dr. Prudden has been coming
Dawson last evening for a few days' u iswer tlie question and was directed
seveor
for
the
fifteen
Santa Fe
past
on an errand of both business K remain under subpoena
till the
nteen years and is a man of plensinf rtay
rnd
courts can decide if he must unswer.
pleasure.
personality and good humor.
The committee adjourned this after
Mayor Celso Lopez ban gone en a
Pottery Work.
fishing trip. During his absence from : ..'on to meet tomorrow morning.
The school
spent an
the city Councilman A. Ii. Kenehan Is
morning gazing at a real Indian makHAVE YOUR LAWS
acting mayor.
ATTORNEYS,
in
The.
attired
Inilinn.
ing pottery.
James K. Harvey left last night fori
UP TO DATE.
'native costume, was at work in the Jemez to
The New .Mexico laws are of prac
again resume charge of the
Ipiacita of the Old Palace. Dr. Edgar
L. Hewett delivered a lecture on the construction work on the Albuquer-- ti ally no use unless they are
road.
plel.ely annotated. There has been no
pottery art.
Miss Clara Marty, of Trinidad,
is revision or compilation of our laws
The aboriginal clay products for
Mi
ornamental and domestic use have visiting Mrs. M. T. Dunluvy and Missisineo 5)1 7 and positively will not be
7. The undersigned has hereuntil
Helen
at
Harrison
home
the
Harrison,
wen
as
scientist
eer attracted the
Union?
a full and complete
on
avenue.
Palace
prepared
it
is
as the mere tourist and certain
1,11
,he n'ndments, modiPeaMr. and Mrs. George V. Wilcox and ',ist (,t
Unit Santa Fe has some interesting
the Misses Wilcox arrived yesterdav !,,onlj lwd ri",!aIs of tlle 1ilws of Vew
specimens.
w,,h ,llp Com
from Newton, Kansas. They are at S'ex co
P""d
ol,1S!'7' ,llTOI1h an(1
the MoVUiima hotel.
RHODE ISLAND SENATOR
png the Session Laws of IS!)!), 1!K11,
ATTACKS COTTON SCHEDULE.
Miss Anita Baca has accepted a posi- - ,,,,,,, 1fln- - 1!l07 ,,,, ,
,
nnH ,,
t'on in the otiice of Dr. Murray a"l!
full and complete
a
completed
jjust.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 0. Attack- will get the doctor's hooks in ol'll'1 list of all amendments, modifications
ing the cotton schedule of the tariff and look after collections.
and repeals of tho Session Laws of
bill in the senate today, Senator
Summers Durkhart, the well known 1912 and 1913. The entire work con- rt
rethat
Island
declared
of Rhode
n i wm, t,
lawyer of Albuquerque, named
itilc, ftf ni'oi- - i r limit;.,
u.
worked against the luxury of New cenuy
district auorney lor and nclnde8 an available references
Kngland in favor of the southern nec- New Mexico, is at the De Vargas.
to ,he New Mexlco Re,lorts lho Pa.
n. iv. aioiB.H, 01
essaries.
bime eugi-- c.lne Reporter and the United States
"It is a bill made by southerners, neer's force, leaves tonight for San supreme Court Leporls. A great deal
he said. "The rates are out of propor- Marcial, where he will inspect and!f (imp fin,i i.,iw,i- heen Kni.nt nn
tion. They are just the capricious anJ oversee the work on the state high these annotations and no attorney or
other person having occasion to use
haphazard result of a desire lo do way.
Thornton Victory was operated ouiour laws, can afford to he without a
omething and in the shuffle cotton
got the worst of it, very much more i.t. the Sanitarium yesterday, the sec 'set.
end lime within a year on account of
This work is printed on white gum- the worst of it than was meant or
trouble growing out of a motorcycle-accident- . med paper, in red ink, conveniently
Senator Lippitt proposed as a subarranged for use.
Price:
Acasio Gallegos,
translator and
stitute for the cotton schedule the
Set commencing
with
Compiled
rates of the Dingley bill less 20 per educator, and formerly assistant suinstruction, Laws of New Mexico of 1SI7 down to
cent, which would leave the average perintendent of public
duties of 30.4 per cent as against the arrived yesterday from Florista, N. and including laws of 1 1)03, $5.00.
Additional annotations for laws of1
rates' in the pending bill ranging front M. lie is at the Coronado.
Welch McGuire left last night for IfilS and 1913, $2.50.
T1L2 to 20 per cent.
Complete set, $7.50.
San Antonio, where
he will have
Address: FRANK J. LAVAN, At- charge of the construction of the
ALBUQUERQUE POLICE
RAID POKER GAME. bridges and culverts' on the state torney at Law Santa Fe, N. M.
Albuquerque, Aug. 6. The police at highway between San Antonio and SoNevr
Subscribe for the Santa
11:30 o'clock last night raided a pok- - cc.rro,
the paper that boosts all
Mexicau,
V.
C.
er game in a room over the Club sa-Governor
McDonald returned
the time and work3 for the upbuild'
loon, 114 North Second street. .They hist night from a brief trip to
of our new State.
arrested six men who gave their
where he attended the meet- mis
names as Juan Martinez, John Brown, ing of the Co operative Commercial
Frank Ault, J. S. Sayre, Walliu Locke c'ubs of the 'eastern part of New
and Herb Bell.
Juxico and northwestern Texas.
The police seized a pile of poker
Miss Helen Harrison, one
of the
decks of cards, talented
chips and twenty-fivteachers
at
the
young
high
which they found In the room. The school and
popular In Santa Fe soeix men at the station furnished $50
returned from a trip to Denbonds to appear before Police Judge ciety,
ver and San Francisco.
Miss HarriCraig.
son was accompanied by her mother
Mrs. 11. O. Harrison.
Mrs. E. F. Keich, of Madrid, came up
fcr a short stay, arriving yesterday, in
TEA
TEA
KAUNE
H.
the hope of finding a little cool atmos-- i
here for which the Ancient City is
noted, and to enjoy some of the ripenWhere Quality Governs the Price ing fruits just coming into fruition
She will remain but a few days
and Price the Quality
rt the home of her parents, Mr. and
We
received
Mrs. George V. Hickox.
Wesley Bradfield and wife are back
assorta
from Los Angeles where Mr. Bradfield
of
has been busy with the exposition
under Dr. Hewett's department.
He will be in Santa Ke for the next
NEW PACK TEAS
ii?w weeks preparing other works of
t
Ihe kind required for the big exposi-on and in the winter expects to return to the exposition city for further
work there.
OUR ICE TEA BLEND
.Mrs.

I.
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STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

CRICHTOiN,

Managers Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer

Go.

-

HAYWARD,

Investigate

MANAGER,
N. M.

::::

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," IIAYWARD HAS IT,

::::
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WHY BE BAKED OVER

j

HOT STOVE?

A

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAHNO
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all
chafing- dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-jrra-

de

-

H. C. YONTZ,

JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR BARN

FOR-

-

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
BUSINESS

AND

STORAGE

UJpTYour Business Solicited,
Foot of Montezuma Ave.

35 W.

''"''-

!

.

Rim

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

-

SADDLE

POMES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.

,,,(

1

Buy For Cash I

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Grain
Hay,
let
a trial

Flour

and
us show vcu Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

Give us

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
-

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

r

j

--

NEW MEXICO

SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N.M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanlca' Engineering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirement fully up to thoce
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are
lustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
'purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost
etc.
or catalogue, address

8

S.

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New We sr.

CO.

have just
complete

SUMMER TOURIST

ment

Is

Are now as low in prices
as they will be this

SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

REPRODUCTION

Season.

OF YOUR FIGURE

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT

Every Line and Curve

not delay, as they will
soon be off the market.

Perfectly Made.

Do
'

WE ARE RECEIVING

DAILY

SKiPmEnTS GF

STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS

SATISFACTION

Address or Call Upon
210 Don Gaspar Ave.,

STRAWBERRIES.

GUARANTEED

or Phone

H.

S.

KAUNE

8

CO.

Where Prices ar B
ifvS.Fnr Sflf Oualltv.

HEALTH

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO- -

TETLEY'S
ORANGE-PEKO-

RATES

MM

particularly pleasing these warm
summer days
FAMOUS

Denver,

.

.

Pueblo,

,

.

Chicago,

.

.

$2!.!0 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden,
51.85 St. Louis

40.00
47.35

51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
New York,
.
to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
On sale daily June
3 1st, except that to point east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale-

St. Paul,

E

.

.

lt

AND

-

119

W.

INSPECTORS
t
GO AFTER MILK SUP"LY
Chicago, Aug. 6. Hundreds of cans
CANTALOUPES,
WATERMELONS,
of milk intended for consumption in
NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
Chicago, were rejected today by health
inspectors because the temperature
PLUMS, ETC., ETC.
was above the maximum of sixty

THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,

HaHENRY KRICKe

e

InalltliePopiilarBlends

For full Information,

-

j

HEADQUAETBBS

GENERAL TRANSFER

W. A. WILLIAMS,

t,

1

(INCORPORATED)

Phone 100 and

B.

CVSIET.

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

.

Dates of Tale, August 7, 9, 10, II and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.

F(rm:

w

o

Lip-pit-

AUGUST

AGENTS

!

$1900.00

JOSEPH

j

""n'S

Triennial Conclave

HUGHES,
President.

MODERN

SNAP

sell for

j

-

KnightsTemplar

LA.

CONTENT.

.

1

ACCOUNT

T. F. &

AND REST

DWELL I NO cf five rooms
ith bath, electric lights and city water
on Ap;ua Fria Street. Lot QO foot front
by 17S feet in depth. Approximately
fifty fruit trees on lot beside shade and ornamental trees.
AN INVESTMENT FOR A HOME. If taken at once we will

A

3

SCOn,

immuiiiirMwrf
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WITH IIAYWARD

INSURE

pro-ouce-

j

mlVwiii

MMr- -"

y

!

TO DENVER, COLORADO,

WM. M.

Ail-Arou-

to-da-

l'la-ioll-

1

FIVE

For 20 Cents a Year.

FOR TONIGHT AND

i

LOANS

BONDS

LECTURES

NEAR

AND

FROM FAR

3

PAGE

PERSONALS Ready TrimmediF?ADOLF SELIGIIi DRY G000S CO.
HATS
"The Woman's Alagazine"
At Less Than Cost
one.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
tne Postal Tele- Telephone
N graph company If you do not get
your paper and one will be de- N llvered to you at

TOMORROW.

?IIIIIIIIMMMIIIHIillllllllllllHMIIMMllllllIHIIIIMIIIHIMMIHIIIIMllMIIMIllllllltllllllltlH1ir

LAL'GHLIN, President.

SWING

COME

ATTEND

TO

JHIllMIIinillMMMIIIIIinMIMIIIItlMltlltl,',,,,M,,,,,,,,,,,,,',,,,,l,',HltlllinilllllllllllllMlk

IN

SCHOOL

NtW MEXiCAS

CALIFORNIAee

RUSSIAN DE LUX

Are also always to be
found in our
VERY COMPLETE

OAKLAND,

SAN DIEGO,
On

STOCK

sale daily, June 1st lo Sept. 10th.

SAN DIEGO,

THE MODERN GROCERY CO.

1
b

H.

Cee

Return limit, October 31st, I9IJ
.

S AN FRANCISCO,

MU.55

Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2,
Also on sale August 22, 23, 24, 25,

1913.

EXCURSIONS

SPECIAL
LOS ANGELES,

Phone 262.
"Eventually we hope to compel the
in
all
milk
of
shipment
refrigerator
said Health Commissioner
cars,"
"This is now required i:i New
Young.
York. High temperatures in milk not
only cause it to sour more quickly, but
it fosters the increase of dannerous
IHruminxiijuuviruvruuxnnjuuuvui-rbacteria."

SAN FRANCISCO,

LOS ANGELES.

CCA EE

U.O

OAKLAND,

Return limit, Aufnst 31st.
27, 28, 29. Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
26.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
For further particulars call on or address,
-- IN.
SAIN I A
S. LUTZ. Azt..

rt,

i.

PAuE

SArtlA

SIX

Socoad Cluaa Matter at
Eatored
The SnntB Fe New Mexican..- -.
The New Mexican Review.
Bl Nuevo Mexlcano

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

MEXICAN

VALLEY RAlTOM,

.PnbHstatd DHy
EngUsk Weekly
Spanlsk Weekly

...---

Cutting..

a

i

Stauffer ...
Charles
J. Wight Glddlngs. ..
M.

at

(.

OFFICERS OF THIS BANK,

President
.Qeneral Manager
Editor

sr null

Dally, tlx month, bj Mill

W.M

WMy. ptr yeir

M

WHO ARE AT VOIR SERVICE,

Dally, per
Idly, per

M "Mkly,

tli

, kf

nrtlt
mmlkt.

m

f

.M
MM
M

.

and willing to advise you in business
matters, will be of benefit to you and
will promote very satisfactory business
relations that will prove mutually
agreeable.
We invite your account, whether it is
large or small.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
ft Booklet Free on Request 16

RATES

SUBSCRIPTION
a.tiv.

a

AT ALL TIMES OF THE

.

..

1913.

XVI- -

JbT.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson Mi

6,

oatottio

P

Seat

thm

NEW

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

New Mexican

Santa Fe

H

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

" All of Today'o Newo Today "

)

(gwB it;

BANK

OF SANTA FE'
Capital, Surplus and Profits,

with large rhinestone buckles. turned them loose on the prairie to
F'ne carried a wand, on the top of destroy the prairie dogs.
There are
vhich were several small electric
manv of theil. descendants
set

.

.

.

$250,000.

off

run-liyht-

'
Two little fairies followed her.,
,
d
oa
te hold up her train.
besome
will
be
It
yet
tnimals.
days
Mrs. Charles M. Oelrichs, representwe will handle this one but he ah
ing Titauia, wore a costume of shell fore
with
pink, satin embroidered
toady shows signs of intelligence and
1
EDITORIAL ROOMS 3
and pearls. She had a tiara of the old instinct will make him a do286
BUSINESS
pearls and carried a wand trimmed mestic animal again. Roy Spanish- wltn plnK riODon, roses ana garuemas. Amerjt.all,
Great, wasn't it ? What wouldn't the
A TIMELY
Very Amusing.
situation Senator Lane
kids of other days have given to have
As a contribution to the debates on the Mexican
When President WilBon gave out
out the theory
carrier
like
which
sceu
that?
matter
some
something
out
handed
interring
of Oregon,
his statement about the "insidious
some
the
A Tough Job.
o
people f the country, who have given P subject
'
lobby" there was a great many of the
outcome
what
to
the
nsitleTation
read
think
would
One
best
sec
to
the
anxious
and who are
c
course
In
the
papers that had been "reached" that
fire.
the
of
the
out
that
job
say,
chestnuts
Chicago physicians
care to pull anyone else's
do
much merriment over the presfound
gave
!of
is
fr.nt
uTe
senator
Oregon
the
about,
a
the
toughest
being
baby
f
debate in the senate a few days since
THE BYSTANDER
ident's interest in the matter. They
which comes out. just at th
proposition extant today.
the fallowing story, recited a few years ago, but
one
They tell us how the kids are beset were Insistent at the start that no
SEES IT
present time with peculiar aptness.
Iwith
of diseases and that had been lobbying but the president.
all
Lane:
kinds
Senator
related
as
by
incident
This is the
border of 'Mexico
they are in constant danger of all They were insistent that this "insidA number of years ago I was down upon the northern
We ious lobby" be disclosed. . We notice
natures and from all sources.
. He rect ed
In
mining
Fool Things.
and I accompanied a gentleman who was engaged
didn't used to think it was such a now that it has been disclosed that the
ot this wo.ld
the
goods
in
skill
in
acqumng
fool
of
his
of
do
lot
a
this,
We
evidence
great
things
,o me, as an
of that
difficult thing just to be a baby. Of joke has disappeared from the
v urld and we keep on doing the same
into possession of copper mining and other property
there were troubles, lots of
of these papers and they are
coutrV Me stated that he had been aided in getting
all
ones over and over in spite of
lnt;!tneiI1
colic pretty near all row whining about Mulhall being a
We
had
v. th
influence
financial
sions in that country by using undue
warnings ana in spite 0I n uie cm. is ithe timp flnd lheu came teething and "bquealer."
It is amusing to see how
were
wouiu ue later on there were chicken nox and
wtucn one would tnniK
ment; that by that means citizens of this country
such
of
Bn
displeased an editor can be over get
not by virtue
wo
us
but
to
teach
of immensely valuable property in Mexico,
muybe (!roupi or wuooping C011rU and
Just what he is asking for.-n- ever
officials and ch Icunery H.jd K II enoughseem to learn something,
when we think we (.tllpr niBoases that are said to belong llJlg
we have in this country, but by bribery of
for
r
ver .low
a
at
possession
gained
and
having
if you please:
'
...uir.
duggery
uimis
l0 Uult particular period or our exis'- an acre.
for
,nd
$20
sold
afterward
was
land
or 1) cents an acre, the
Ilere is a little story illustrative of :em.e nere, but taking it by and largo
deal of money.
Thus they were enabled to make a great
this very thing. A young man and a we iia(j a pretty fair time of it and it FORTUNE
IS
.
urn
we
muie
tut e nc t lent are...
woman were just married, wasn't a circumstance to what has hit
young
in reaaing un iiu
about
situation
REACH
OUT
,
a ...i.i. m.
.
ihu
thnt the president is handling the
TViov wfirM nl:lrnl In !i
......
wnpnn tn T.fi no cfnna
milai
luipre-aaemore than ever convinced inai
as it ought to. he handled, and are; we notmanner , i fr,v hn nurnose they carted around the town like somei Why, in these days T find that even
hni- . .
we grown-up- s
have come down to the
Allegan, Mich., Aug. 6. There is a
those men wno wen m
th 8acriflce of life frtaks on exhibition in a cheap circus
did should now lianuie tneir own iw
by a crowd of alleged fun makers, who diseases of the children and be dis- fortune in Gull lake if it could be
on the part of their countrymen to save their property.
lied themselves friends.
Igracfd with such childish things as i aised.
amount of patiinl-ibe jok mumps, measles and whooping cough,
the
would
which
the kind of situation that awakens any great
noise
The
Hundreds upon hundreds of walnut
is
ren
to
feTvor on The art of the average citizen, and it not one that seems
ev: accompanied
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The Montezuma Hotel
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DOR AN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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MONTEZUMA
Has Engaged

BILLIARD

MARCUS
Son

of

PARLORS,

at a Great Expense,

CATTON,

the Famous

"BILLY" CATTON,
who will manage his billiard parlors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.

EVERYONE

WELCOME

I
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I La Salle Hotel
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j
'

fil'lUllU
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From

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

'

'

WOODY'S STAGE LINE

GANN,Prop'rl

European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec
tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
RATES:

50c

and

75c PER

DAY.

241 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,

,.
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MAYES

INSURANCE
Life, Accident

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Orchards

Ranches,
Land

drants, Etc

Surety
Of

Bonds

All Kinds.

Telephone 194
LAL'OIILIN

j

.

n

station.

j

.

u

Leaves Barranca on the arrival f
the north bound train and arrives al
Taot at 7 p m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial man to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudo

Fire,
CHARLEY

.

j

F

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

SANTA FE

WM Room 24
BUILDING,

NEWMEXICO
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THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light action and unlimited speed; 'Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stops. Absolute
visibility and handlness of manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.
Ash for Cata'ogue or Agents Terms
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE

Distributors for Now Mexico.
SANTA FE, N. M.
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SPECIAL TO WOMEN
fact that thousands ot
women are now using

Why Not Visit

T

I

rhine-stone-

For quick results,
little "WANT."

Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help will
cost you nothing, but you will
find It Invaluable.

Do you realize the

i

i

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceration, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Pax tine in their 'private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. Mass,

For quick results, a

little "WANT."

Colorado, Grand Canyon, California, the Northwest Chicago,
Adlrondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast

Resorts this summer?
Information
about
summer fares and train service,
etc., sent promptly, If you
Complete

H.

S. LUTZ, Afent,
SANTA

' i.

NEW MEXICO
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City, .io.

COUNCIL'S MEETING

17-1-

Genesee

St.,

Kansas

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES!

WANTS

Wool Quotations.
MASONIC.
Utah
For Colorado, New Mexico,
Montezuma
Lodge
and Texas.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
FOR RENT Single and housekeepLight, medium lii to 20 cents per
communlRegular
rooms. Phone 152 W.
pound.
ing
BRIEFLY
NG
TOLD.
MEETI
COUNCIL'S
cation first Monday
14 to
cents
1,
fine,
per
Light
to
license
from
$600
saloon
$1000
Ordinance introduced to decrease
pe"
of each mouth at
rooms for
KNT
Furnished
FOR
pound.
year, licenses to be available even if saloon's location be changed.
Hall at i'ght housekeeping.
Masonic
14 cents
11 to
20!) Jefferson St.
fine,
per
Heavy
not
in
white.
to
be
and
green,
painted
city
poles
telephone
7:30.
Telegraph
pound.
Fire hydrants must be inspected ohce a month by city marshal.
E. It. PAUL, W. M.
FOR SALE- - Two young ponies lor
Angora Mohair, 12 months, 2t to
line,
a
ordinance
for
to
draft
instructed
building
City attorney
CfUS. E, LINNEY. Secretary.
either
cents
riding or driving. Phone Frank
per
pound.
!
and
Mr.
pen-the
Renehan, the city
Upper Palace Avenue to be repaired,
Hides.
McBride, .Main 50.
and
itentiary
Santa Fe Chapter No
Green salt natives. No. 1, 14 ets.
Council took recess until 8 p. m. Tuesday, August 12.
FOR KENT A Ihree or six room
1. R. A. M.
Regular
'per pound. Green salt natives, No,
Ap- furnished or urilurnished.
l.t.use
second
convocation
',13 ets. Side brands, over 40 lb. flat,
That "limes are hard" and that the eye sore.
D.
Lowitzki.
S.
to
of
each
month
y
)
Monday
11
less
ets. Part cured hides,
Council man Haca said:
Fanta Fe saloonmen are hardly innkat Masonic Hall at
were reasons given forj "I Ihiiilt this suggestion of Mr. Rene-- than cured. I'neured hides lc. less
expenses
ii'g
7:30 p. m.
CONTAINS NO OPIATES
7
FOR SALE New .Majestic kitchen
the introduction of an ordinance be- lien a good one and it should meet than cured. Glue hides, Hat,to
J. A. MASSIE,
I'sed Ihree weeks, fiargaii
$'A.75
Green horse hides, $2.2.r
For All
r.uigo.
of
all
of
reduction
with
the
the
for
residents
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the
liYie
approval
N.
city
Hill
HOMER, GA., Mrs. J.
H.
flint hides. 22 to 24 ets. ARTHUR SEL1GMAN,
cash. Address P. O. Box 515.
Dry
i each.
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lie.
to
move
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that
c:f
$100o
saloon
the
city
city.
the merits of Foley's Honey and
Secretary.
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uo per year.
:ipy co operate w ith the city
says: "I cheerfully testify to
cents.
"
Position by experienced
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Tar
it
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The
Compound,
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AND
fltn.il'W,
Santa Fe Commandory nnnto. Reasonable price. Mrs. Crow-No- .
Pelts.
A
"We
voice
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engiany
cily
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for years and
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1, K. T.
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fv'VS'
(iiirii,.i, street. City,
Dry full wool sheep pelts 10 to 12
'councilman Lopez and it was read neer!'' (Prolonged laughter.)
recommended it to my neighconclave fourth Mon- salt
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with
Mr.
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liaca
"Then
find it always cures our
bors.
twice and ordered published.
in
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each
day
ROOMS FOR MEN-v. no represents him."
Newly furnish-ea- .
(Mure. laugh- pelts, fine to $1.25 each. Angora goat.
The ordinance read:
For Children
coughs and colds and prevents
"
Masonic Hall at 7:30
fckins
to 75c each.
and airy, shower bath, use of
I have five children
light
9
ter.)
and
the
of
of
Section
Jiy
"That
croup.
Chapter
p. m.
Tallow No. 1, 0
and
Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corner
cents; No. 2,
"1 think
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it is all they ever take for colds.
ordinances of Sanla Fe as amended by
WESLEY O. CONNER, JK E. ;. library.
5
cents
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Grant, and Johnson. Phone 270 J.
be without
not
We would
JGrown Persons
the ordinance introduced September d"aft a suitable ordinance to create
W.
E.
Recorder.
GRIFFIN,
Grease: While B
yellow fi
S, 11)1:2, what is known as a building' line and
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the
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be
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city
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Santa Fo Lodge of Per
Beeswax: Bright 25 to !! cents per
Any one contemplating coming to
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say too much for It."
de- "By striking out the following words
No.
14th
fection
i,
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California to reside, and wishing to
CAPITAL PHARMACY.
and figures appearing in the last tw o
Cespooi Outfit.
gree. Ancient and AcCounlry junk mixed iron $K
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'One
lines of Baid original section:
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Scottish
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behalf of Mr. Bentluy, of Las
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meets
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easy
hun
'Six
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7:30 o'clock In the evening in the New
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tired.'
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Scottish
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Rite
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Visiting
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Write me, stating what you desiro
the word 'conditions' 'provided Mdered the purchase of this system
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
and I will send you description with
Severe Loss.
Shooting Affray.
ti'Sd licenses so desired or intended tOi.ut thought Air. Bentley's figures, $750.
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All have
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the
will
men
if
three
Fireman's Hall.
give live, and of bearish aggression.
city
Slate of New Alexico, under and by
Air. Baca then introduced a resolu
i
ment. Carflzozo, Outlook.
the penitentiary lend the wagons, to
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Foxboro, Mass., Aug 6. Jared C
virtue of the Act of Congress approvwas
which
enthuwith
tion,
passed
Store Burglarized.
Cnr. Sec. David Gonzales.
ARTIE HOFMAN A COMEBACK.
repair the avenue and fill up the holei.
'Swift has poultry curiosity in a roost
ed June 20th, 1910, has made applicaTuesday night the grocery store of er which has hatched out a brood of siasm, requiring the inspection of fire The material to do this with can be
Nashville, Aug. 6. Artie Hofman is
tion
for the following described, unWhitmore and company was entered chicks.
hydrants once a month by the city ttken from Air. Renehan's yard where playing a "comeback" role with the
Santa Fe Lodge appropriated, unreserved
and
marshal who shall report to the mayor there is a clay bank which he would local (Southern League) club, and it
through the back door. The parties
No. 2, Knights of
Not long ago Air. Swift obtained a as to
public lands in the State of
condition and availability, like to see removed anyway.
their
secured 40 cents in change from the
!s
probable that ho will be with the
buff Brahma bantam rooster and mate so
Pythias meets New Alexico:
till In the meat shop, but nothing else
that owners of houses and buildings
In view of the condition
of tho New York Yankees in 1914. It is hintevery Second and
The hen manifested a desire to set
List No. Ill, Serial 017(104, Normal
tried
so far has been missed. They
know for themselves if a proper avenue the councilmen decided to ac- ed that Frank Chance requested Hof
Fourth Friday of Schools.
of the rooster indicated a may
The
actions
to remove the door of the McKaskey
water pressure is maintained by the cept Afr. Renehan's offer.
man to finish the current season in
the month at 8
SW 14 Sec. 11, T. 8 N., R. 14
similar desire.
N
water company. It was pointed out
register by taking out the pins of the
The council took a recess until 8 p. the minors and if he showed a flash
o'clock p. m.
E., N. M. Aler.
the
five
Mr.
under
Swift
eggs
placed
The pins were found lying
that in this way greater protection m. Tuesday, August 12.
hinges.
his old time form he would be
of
In
K.
Serial 017(103,
List 110,
Normal
hen and five eggs in a nest for the from the
Meeting
cn the counter next morning.
ravages of fire may be obbought by the Yankees.
Hall over Schools.
of P.
coverNo arrests have yet been made. It male bird, which immediately
tained.
Hofman has been playing great hall
KANSAS CITY WOOL
Kaune's store.
SW
N
Sec. 5, Twp.
and S
is surmised Viat the guilty parties live ed them, and there he remained until
A Building Line.
AND HIDE PRICES. since coming South and his weak legs
All
9 N., R. 13 E., N. M. Mer.
in Tucumcari and that they are well f;ve chicks appeared, while the hen's
Air. Renehan then addressed
the
do
not show any signs of injury. He
Knights are most
The purpose of this notice is to alacquainted with the entrance to the setting yielded only four out of five.
council on the desirability of a "build6.
Kansas City, AIo., Aug.
The says he is just as fast as when he was
cordially invited.
low all persons claiming the land adbuilding. Only ten days before some
ing line" declaring that the bulging following quotations are furnished by with the Cubs and believes he can
II. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
versely, or desiring to show it to be
parties entered by the back window
out of buildings on the streets is an F. L. Cofield Wool Commission Co., I make good in the big league again.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
iA. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
and took a small amount of cash from
mineral in character, an opportunity
the register. Tucumcari Sun.
to file objections to such location or
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA, selection with the
De Vargas.
Clash Over Dogs.
Register and ReLodge No. 259, holds Its regular ceiver of the United States Land OfMitchell Carroll, Jr., Washington,
Last Wednesday night the bull dog
meeting on the first Thursday of each fice at Santa Fe, New Alexico, and to
belonging to Ralph Tucker made his D. C.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. in.
establish their interest therein, or the
Randolph Carroll, Washington, D. C.
wonted feast of fresh dog meat on a
Visiting brothers are invited and wel mineial character thereof.
J. H. AlcLaughlin, Ottowa, Canada.
to George Bergen.
c'og belonging
j come.
PICTURES FROM CALUMET, WHERE THERE HAS BEEN MUCH DISORDER, CAUSING THE GOVERNOR
E. Aleed, Ottowa, Canada.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
George objected to feeding his dog to
BENITO ALARID, President.
TO SEND 2,000 SOLDIERS TO THE SPOT.
A. M. Edwards, Farmington.
the bull, so pulled out his knife with
Register.
DAVID
GONZALES,
Secretary.
and wife, EsW. H. Livingston
the intention of making hash of the
Work for the New Mexican. It is
said bull dog. Ralph objected to this panola.
ODD FELLOWS,
John J. Herring, Aztec.
and In the melee which followed
No. 2, I. O. O. F. working for you, for Santa Fe and
Horace Harper, Artesia.
Santa Fe Lodge the new state.
George was struck several times with
F. A. Geis, Espanola.
a buggy whip and Ralph received a
meets
regularly
R. R. Ross, Alamosa, Colo.
deep cut from the knife. After the
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Las
Aliss
Eva
H..11.
Vegas.
Springer,
in Odd Fellows
fiacas between the men was settled
Visiting broth-erFrank Springer, Las Vegas.
a lighted match was applied In the
always welcome.
C. E. Jones, Denver.
l'outh of the hungry bull dog, which
Chas. E. Bailey, Denver.
ended the misunderstanding between
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Lewis B. Patton, Hartford, Conn.
tl e dogs. Farmington Enterprise.
Alark L. Cook, Chicago.
They Smelled Water.
Aliss
L, Stephenson,
Coffeyville,
ATTORNEYS AT-LW.
Last week a windmill in the Animas gave out, and pumped no water Kan.
A. H. dinger, New York.
for the cattle. D. F, Sellards irrigated
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
T. D. Burns, Tierra Amarilla.-Khis crops. The cattle smolled
the
City Attorney.
Colo.
J.
Shaddy, Aguilar,
&
water and started for it. He had a
Bank Building,
Capital
City
Cowles.
E. S. Townsler,
good fence, but It was no opposition
Rooms
.
T. Mitchell Prudden, New York
to a horde of thirsty cattle and they
Santa Fe, New Mexleo
TIME TABLE
J. DeAIier, Estancia.
went through it. He had a patch of
Al.
Denver.
some
besides
Alaude
and
al
Garvin,
torn
potatoes,
W. PRICHARD,
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Air. and Airs. Eurich and child, Sail
falfa. When the cattle got a taste of
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
these good things they cleaned them Pedro.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conPractices in all the District Courti
S. E. Hamer, Denver.
up. He finally got rid of the cattle
nect with No. 3 westbound and
and gives special attention to case
and fixed up the fence, but his crop
W. F. Taliferro, Topeka, Kan.
No. 10 eastbound.
before the State Supreme Court.
was gone.
The neighbors had a bee,
Chas E. Jewett, Los Angeles.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Paul P. Pitchlyn, Albuquerque.
plowed up the land again, and planted
m.
a crop of milo maize. The owner of
J. C. Kercher, Albuquerque.
Chat, F. Easley, . Chas. H. Easley
3 carries passengers to Albuthe cattle has promised Mr. Sellards
No.
Summers Burkhart, Albuquerque.
EASLEY & EA'iLEY,
that he will pay for the damage his
locally, and to Pacific
querque,
W. L. Braerton, Denver.
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
cattle did. Lordsburg Liberal.
Coast points.
W. F. Cobb. Albuquerque.
in the Courts and beter
Practice
Bad Storm.
Sig. Orunsfeld, Albuquerque.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conLand Department
Last Sunday our city was deluged in
W. A. LaSalle, Albuquerque.
nect with No.
westbound, and
Land grants and titles examlned-Sant- a
a cloud of dust for three different peNo. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Montezuma.
Fe, N. M., branch Office, Ettu
riods in the afternoon, and when the
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
Fred B. Heyn, Albuquerque.
cia, N. M.
mists (dust) had cleared away, it was
for Clovls and v'er.os Valtrain
and
three
wife
Geo.
W.
wash
tubs
and
AT
Wilcox,
that
ON
THE
TOP, MILITIAMEN
plainly discernable
ley points.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
everything loose had gone visiting In daughters, Newton, Kan.
IN
MARCH
AIICH.
IN
CALUMET,
F. H. Taylor, Alamosa.
Dentist
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
the north part of town, the gentle
C. B. Stubblefield, Alcalde.
m.
Ove? Spitz Jewelry Storo.
zephyrs playing from the south.
CAAIP NEAR
AHDDLE, SOLDIERS'
Rooms i, 2 and I.
D. Goldbaum, S. F.
Considerable damage was done.
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conLeave
J. W. Borday, Albuquerque.
Phone Red 6.
COPPER MIXES.
BELOW, STRIK
Gross, Kelly & Co. had the south
nect with No. 7 westbound ear
David Afeeke, La Junta, Colo.
Office Hours g a. m. te I 1. a.
porch demolished and building partly
rylng El Paso sleeper, also No.
ERS' PARADE.
Duncan Graham, Denver.
And by Appointment
unroofed; numerous telegraph and
4 eastbound.
the
blown
were
down,
La Salle.
telephone poles
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
barn of Oscar Sandusky, that of Mart
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Geo. Anton, Espanola.
m.
unwere
Fowler and Mr. Ellis' sheds
of
the
Interior,
B.
Jose
Department
Garcia, Tierra Amarilla.
roofed and blown down. The front of
Leave
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conR. Wanbensea, Buena Vista.
M.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
Wofford & Edward's grocery store was
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
B. R. AfcDomer, Buena Vista.
June 27, 1913.
broken down.
No. 9 westbound.
L. M. Ortiz, Chamlta.
Notice is hereby given that ElizaWe understand Mr. McCasland's resW.
William
ot
widow
W.
J.
beth
Probert,
Ramg, Albuquerque.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:30
idence, barn and windmill on the farm
L. M. Comodor, Albuquerque.
H. Probert, Jr., of 619 Smith St.,
a. m.
as
was
destroved,
southwest of town
Miss Thatcher, Durango.
Sehenectedy, N. Y., who, on January
well as several small houses on the
Miss Carter, Durango.
12, 1911, made Homestead Entry No.
for
north side of the track; also the big
NE
NE
014779, for NE
H. T. Bumher, Domingo.
derrick near the Ice plant was deSE 4
W
NE
W
NE
H. Burns, Domingo.
molished.
Sometimes the wind ''do
i.n
NE
SE
W
Torn
NE
NE
J. H. Lopez, Chamlta.
,
blow." Tucumcari Newfe.
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NEW STYLISH

H

lead toward Laurium today. "Mother
Jonea
was to make her first speech
A
IN SATIN AND WHITE FE1
ERVIEN.
'NUFF SAID. GNAtEY
there.
The mass meeting was schedDrill Tonight The regular weekly
uled to follow a big parade late
Lela Quillin, Plainview.
drill of Company K, the local militia
They are Swell, at
Alma Stark, Buchanan.
will be held this evening st
company,
Elkins.
Rattle Stiirgis,
the armory.
Ethel M. Wilson. Hagerman.
MEXICO WILL BE
Auto Delivery Every Hour
Aufo"Oetivery Every Hour!
Mason Fruit Jarsf- Tin Fruit Cans
San Miguel County.
INSPECTED BY LIND.
Prices
Kettles.
and
right.
Preserving
3rd Abenicio Alcon, Wagon Mound.
Another ear of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
Co.
t
Hardware
IN
3rd Thomas C. de Baca, Las Veags.
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
(Continued from page one).
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Doroteo
3rd Atigustin Durau, Chaperlto,
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unformerly of Ysaba, Spain and
Tapia,
Krd
Porvenir
Duran,
der 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
now of Torrance county, N. M., a boy t'eship New Hampshire tomorrow.
3rd Alejandro Klores, San Jose.
Mr. Lind said that after he had acOF STATE BANK
RECAPITULATION
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLA
on Tuesday, April 5, 1913.
3rd Alejandro Fresqnez. Sapello. Alfredo,
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
were B, complished what he expected to in
at
the
The
baptism
sponsors
BOTH: 3rd llevculano Garcia. Clmperito.
JUNE
CN
STATEMENTS
use EMPRfcSS FLOUR.
the southern republic, he would not
M. Read and Mrs. Faustina Barace.
3rd Roman Gonzales, San Jose.
a permanent post in that coun-tty- . captured by the Constiltulio
of
accept
scheme
In
The
Pour
Inquiries
MONTHS
SIX
COMPARED WITH
3rd Sabinita Gonzales, Las Vegas.
refused to discuss any of the Confirmation is lacking.
He
houses
of
for
designs
giving prizes
3rd Miguel A. Guerin, San Jose.
Americans Released.
of President Huerta
rr.ceut
statements
New-OlNICE
has
YEAR
A
AGO
AND
SHOW
Santa Fe style
in the
No-No. 4
3rd Eloisa Hidalgo, Las Vegas.
Laredo, Texas,
Aug. 6. C
4
of Mexico.
with
Inquiries
met
approval.
popular
Las
Vegas.
3rd Julia Kavanaugh,
Winters
H. Sanche!
and
Dario
GAINS.
over the city
Intervention No Wanted.
3rd Melecio Lucero, Los Alamos. are pouring in from all
held prisoners at
Colonel Eduardo Hay, chief of staff Americans,
and from various parts of the. state
3rd Apolonio Sena, Las Vegas.
rey and later transferred to
en-- ;
much
feel
forces
in
and
committee
the
the
constitutionalist
of
3rd Dan S. Madrid, Antonchico.
Laredo, were released early tod
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Anton- couraged at the Interest shown.
gave to the senate foreign rela
3rd Florentino Montoya,
Rebels Fire Mine.
in
acYou will find ninny good smokes
tions committee today a detailed
'
chico
Constitutionalist
Headquarter
select
in
our cigar case. No trouble to
count of his views on conditions
GAIN 1389 IN SIX MONTHS
3rd Rosendo Ortiz, Las Vegas.
manas, Aug. 5, via Eagle Pass
shade
moveand
the
Mexico.
constitutionalist
The
size,
shape
particular
3rd Charles A. Quintana, Las
Aug. 6. Reports reached her
ment, he declared, controlled at least Monclova today that while f
you like. Zook's.
will
has
office
There
of
Star
auditor's
Mexico.
Eastern
The traveling
Meeting
from that city were getting cor
3rd Andrecita Silva, Las Vegas.
be a regular meeting of the Eastern
received and tabulated the reports
Though he made no recommenda- - a nearby ranch warehouse, a
3rd Roman Trujillo, Las Vegas.
Mason-Star tomorrow evening at the
tiom 4i state banks in the state of
tlons, Colonel Hay insisted that inter- touched off by constitutional
3rd Francisco liaca, Las Vegas.
ic hall.
Several candidates will be vention by the United States would ed four federals.
New Mexico, of the condition of the
3rd John Florence, Las Vegas.
bank on June 30, the state law requir-ininitiated, refreshments will be served make things worse and that any meSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
3rd Perfecto Gallegos, Villaneuva.
The constitutionalist invas!
and a generally good social time is diation which recognized the govern- Monclova proceeds slowly. r v
statements, on June
3rd Sadie Kerhuff, Las Vegas.
to
All
are
His
ment of Huerta was impossible.
members
urged
promised.
3rd Nemecio Rivera, Cowles.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages 30 and December 31st of each year.
are divided int
be present and visitors are welcome, idea of the solution of the situation tacking parties
There was considerable delay in getcommand of C
Mora County.
under
columns,
Trans-con-i
To Taos by Auto The
was to lift the embargo on arms so tonio A. Villareal, the latest 8
some of these reports because of
3rd Francis Baca, Mora.
ting
The only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
tlnental Garage will make a charge of that the constitutionalists could car- to the constitutionalist cause
the fact that these statements hnve to
3rd Roberto Cruz, Holmaii.
'$13.00 to Taos and return in parties ry on a more active campaign. Then, huila.
3rd Lucrecia Cruz, Holman.
Villareal was consul geueiai
signed by the directors and a numCheaper than by rail he declared, troubles in Mexico to Spain under Madero.
3rd- - -- Sebastin tannine! Gundaluplta. :uf six or more.
ber of them had to be sent out of the
less
time.
in
iand
would soon be settled.
3rd Bias Gallegos, Mora.
ttate for signatures.
The constitutionalists report a skirPhone Black
Phone
Fe
Graceful Players The Santa
3rd- - P. V. Lovato, Holman.
mish within two miles of Coahuila,
A recapitulation sheet of the condilatennis enthusiasts include several
Clark's Resolution.
3rd Viola Mares, Ocate.
where their way was barred by a battion of the banks prepared by Walter
dies. Two were seen in athletic cosPresident Wilson's action in send- - tery of artillery on a hill.
3rd Albino Mares, Mora.
of
resources
total
shows
the
Kegel,
tumes this morning keeping M. L. ing former Governor John Lind to
3rd Stella Mares, Mora.
The rehe banks to he $7,851,355.99.
of the department of the lute- - Mexico as a special emissary in the
La Cueva.
Dorr,
Dionicio
Pacheco,
3rd
Lind Unwelcome.
re-port on December 31st shows total
after high flies and can- - present situation was attacked in the
rushing
Chacon.
rior,
3rd
Juan
Pacheco,
Mexico City, Aug. 6. President.
an increase of
sources of $7,424,0-43.30be-non balls. The game of tennis is
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